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CHAPTER 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bringing in the Recruit 
 

So. Many. Buttons.  
And lights and knobs and dials and… Ooh! Ooh! There was 

even one of those switches where you gotta’ flip the cover open 
before you can use it. The best one, though, was a big glowing blue 
button that had a dial around it with glowing orange lights lined up 
with strange looking symbols. Right below the button, in big 
letters, were the words: DON’T TOUCH. 

Tristan could only read a little bit, but he knew those words 
because his mom had written them on post-it notes she put on all 
the stuff in his house that was fun to touch. He wasn’t a fan of 
those particular words. 

Tristan ignored the warning and leaned forward in his chair 
with his finger extended toward the beautiful, verboten button. 
Must… touch…, he thought.  

Just as his finger was so close he could feel the warm glow 
of that glorious button,  

Wesley slapped his hand away.  
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“Hey!” Tristan barked.  
Wesley just wagged his finger and shook his head in 

response. 
Rubbing his stinging hand, Tristan looked around the 

strange craft he found himself in. “So, what is this thing?” 
Spinning around in his pilot’s chair, Orion answered with a 

prideful grin, “what we’ve got here is a third-generation Raft. Full 
hover capabilities. Twin SCRAM jet engines. Zero-to-six-hundred 
in 7.2 seconds. Seats four comfortably.” 

“Raft?” asked a suspect Tristan, “aren’t they those log 
thingies that float down rivers?” 

“R-A-F-T,” spelled out Orion. “It stands for Really-
Awesome-Flying-Thing.”  

For emphasis Orion flipped up his visor and shot Tristan his 
patented arched eyebrow. “Know about it.”  

It’s about here that I think it is my responsibility to share a 
very valuable lesson. You see, when you’re piloting a super-
advanced hovercraft through night skies at several hundred miles 
an hour, it really is best if you pay attention to the flying part and 
not get distracted by bragging to a six-year-old about how 
awesome your hovercraft is. Orion failed to heed that wise advice. 
As a result, he didn’t notice that Raft 42 was heading straight for a 
set of high-voltage power lines. 

“Orion! Eyes on the skies!” Wesley scolded. 
Turning and spotting the impending doom, Orion gave a 

startled yelp and snapped up in his chair. Lucky for Team 42, 
Orion was an ace pilot. With the flip of a few switches and a flick 
of the control stick Orion executed a textbook Whifferdill turn,1 

                                                
1 A Whifferdill turn is a fancy aerobatic maneuver that skilled pilots can 
make to get out of trouble, or to show off to their friends. Orion had 
extensive experience using it for both purposes. 
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slipping between the power lines without a scratch before pulling 
into a steep climb.2   

The Raft itself was unharmed, but Charlie wasn’t so lucky. 
He looked like he had just ridden a tilt-a-whirl after drinking a 
sardine and asparagus milkshake. 

“C’mon you just about made me throw up,” Charlie 
complained. “Again!” 

Orion’s fancy flying had also knocked over Wesley’s ammo 
supply. He grunted angrily as he chased a dozen rolling mini-balls 
around the floor of the Raft.  

Orion looked back at Wesley like a puppy who got caught 
digging through the trash. “Whoops, sorry.”  

Wesley thought about lecturing Orion for being 
irresponsible and almost crashing the Raft. But who could stay 
mad at that face? Wesley closed and stowed his ammo tube and 
laid back in his jump seat to try to catch a quick nap.  

“We’re nearing HQ,” announced Orion.  
Reaching into a compartment beneath his view screen, 

Charlie grabbed a blindfold and threw it to Tristan. “You’re going 
to need this.” 

“Come on,” Tristan shooting a look of disbelief at Charlie, 
“really?” Tristan had two older cousins that were always pranking 
him. This felt suspiciously like a prank. 

                                                
2 Well… at least without a scratch on the Raft. The turbulence created 
by Orion’s fancy flying did knock a raven’s nest off a nearby transmission 
tower. A raven by the name of Caw-rul had spent nine days making the 
nest to impress Jessi-caw, whom he had loved secretly for years. Since 
Caw-rul had no nest to offer her, Jessi-caw flew off with Caw-ner, leaving 
Caw-rul heartbroken. He would never forget the day that his life was 
ruined by a flying beast called RAFT 42. Yes, without knowing it, Orion 
had just made a powerful enemy in Caw-rul the Raven Prince, and started 
a chain of events that would lead to one of the darkest moments in KIDS 
history. But that, my friend, is another story. 
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“It’s protocol, rookie,” Charlie said with sincerity. “We can’t 
have you knowing our secret location.” 

Tristan reluctantly tied the piece of cloth around his head. “I 
feel silly.” 

He may have felt silly, but he looked ridiculous. He looked 
ridiculous not because he was wearing a blindfold, but because 
Orion had superglued googly eyes to the front of it. Orion and 
Charlie desperately tried to keep from laughing. 

“What are you talking about,” said Charlie, reassuringly. 
“You look great.” 

“Yeah, blindfolds are the latest fashion accessory,” added a 
barely holding-it-together Orion. Tristan just shook his head, 
which caused the googly eyes to wobble back and forth. 

Orion and Charlie lost it, busting up with laughter. Even 
Wesley couldn’t help but crack a smile.  

“What’s so funny?” asked Tristan, making the googly eyes 
bounce around even more.  

With the whole crew now laughing hysterically, Orion wiped 
the tears from his cheeks and deftly guided Raft 42 into the KIDS 
hangar.  

 
 

 
“Funny I don’t remember any blindfold protocol,” Wesley 

prodded Charlie with a knowing smirk. Having sent Tristan to the 
Viewing Room to watch the KIDS introduction video, Wesley, 
Charlie, and Orion were taking care of one of the less glamorous 
parts of the job – cleaning up and putting away their things. 

“No?” Charlie responded with a smirk of his own. “You 
must not have gotten the updated rulebook. It’s right there next 
to… um… the protocol about not cooking fish in the microwave.” 

“Is that a fact?” Wesley said, knowing very well it was not at 
all a fact. 
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“Oh yeah, fish makes the whole cafeteria smell awful,” 
Charlie pulled a heavy switch, causing a big plastic ball called a 
BogPod to drop from the backside of the Raft. It landed with an 
“ow!”  

Now, as a rule, plastic balls don’t normally say “ow” when 
they hit the ground, but this ball had a bogeyman inside it. And 
that bogeyman was named Urp. And Urp wasn’t very happy. You 
see, earlier that night Urp was minding his own business, snacking 
on some kid’s aura, when he was attacked by a dodgeball. He tried 
to eat the rude little twerp that threw the ball, but that didn’t work 
out very well and he ended up with a broken horn. So Urp tried to 
run back into the closet instead, but then this big sticky thing came 
out of nowhere and slapped him on the back. Then it rudely 
yanked him out the window and right into this round prison he 
found himself stuffed in. All in all, it was a pretty bad day for Urp. 
It was made so much worse by the pudgie ten-year-old standing 
over him tapping the plastic with a dumb grin on his face.  

“Hey there, big, blue, and stupid,” taunted Charlie. 
“Keep smiling, brat,” growled Urp, “we’ll be seeing you 

when you sleep.” 
“Not from where you’ll be, buddy,” said Charlie, giving the 

BogPod a shove. The pod rolled like a bowling ball across the 
hangar, tossing Urp up and around and upside down as it went. It 
finally came to a stop on a pad against the far wall where it was 
sucked up into a giant vacuum tube and carried away across the 
ceiling.  

As Urp zoomed off for processing, Wesley leaned against the 
Raft and loaded Mini-Balls into his TechVest. “Why do you always 
feel the need to tease them?” he asked Charlie.  
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“Because they’re very naughty monsters!” Charlie shouted 
loud enough so Urp could hear.3  

Wesley wasn’t so sure he was okay with Charlie’s teasing the 
bogeyman. Even if they were bad, and bogeymen most certainly 
were bad, teasing a trapped animal just seemed mean.  

Wesley was shaken out of his deep thoughts by a sudden 
shout from above. 

“Look out below!”  
Having given fair warning, Orion leapt out of the cockpit. 

Wesley spun out of the way at the last moment, barely avoiding 
getting crushed by the plummeting pilot. Orion landed with an 
impressive shoulder roll and popped up with a grin.  

“Careful, Big Guy,” he said to Wesley with a pat on the back. 
“I almost landed on you.”  

Orion ignored the dirty look Wesley was shooting him and 
smacked open a panel on the side of the Raft marked “FUEL.” 
Now, if you read the Technical Document on the Raft, you would 
know that Rafts use very special fuel. R & D discovered that by 
mixing grape TurboSmash Energy Elixir with just the right amount 
of Pop Rocks candy, you could create a super powerful jet fuel. 
Kids called it “The Juice.”4 The Juice replaced the original Raft 
                                                
3 Despite Charlie’s best efforts, Urp didn’t hear him. In fact, Urp couldn’t 
hear anything. That’s because there’s no sound in a vacuum. You see, 
sound needs air to travel, and a vacuum is a space where all the air has 
been removed. So, even if Charlie were three inches away and screaming 
his very loudest, Urp still couldn’t hear him. Now, you might think that 
means vacuums would be perfect for those times when you’ve just eaten 
a big bowl of beans and need to pass gas and your mom would yell at 
you if she heard you toot. The problem is that tooting into a vacuum fills 
it with air, making it not a vacuum anymore. Your mom would then hear 
you and probably ground you for making her vacuum stinky. This 
phenomenon is called the Pooter’s Paradox. 
4 For those physicists out there, The Juice has a boiling point of 412-420 
degrees Celsius and a net heat of combustion of 43.5 gigajoules per 
kilogram. It’s also delicious and pairs well with sausage pizza. 
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fuel, a mixture of vinegar and baking soda called “Hot Lava.” Hot 
Lava was replaced because it was 47% less efficient than The Juice 
and nearly impossible to find during science fair season. 

 
And darn it, now I’ve gone and forgotten where we were in 

the story. Let’s see, we talked about Billy, and the Right of Rotten 
Egg, and Red Rogues, and we met Tristan, and… Oh! I remember 
now.  

 “So, are we not going to talk about the kid?” asked Orion as 
he popped open a tall can of TurboSmash and poured it in the fuel 
tank.  

“What about him?” said Charlie as he rolled an empty 
BogPod into place below the Raft. 

“Just like that he’s a recruit? No scouting? No testing?”  
 Orion ripped open two packs of Pop Rocks and poured 

them in. He quickly put on the fuel cap just as purple smoke started 
pouring out of the tank.  

Purple smoke was good. It meant The Juice was just right.  
“The kid caught a Big Boy and a Red Rogue with a yo-yo,” 

replied Charlie, as he pulled a hose down from the BogPod holder.  
“What more testing do you need?”  

He pressed a button and a vacuum kicked on, sucking the 
pod tight against the end of the hose. With a tug, the hose reeled 
back into the Raft, pulling the pod up snug into its holder.  

 “I know, but c’mon,” said Orion. “Don’t you think it’s a 
little weird?”  

Wesley hung his loaded TechVest on the gear prep cart 
sitting next to the Raft. “We’re a bunch of kids that sneak out at 
night to fight mythical monsters,” he said with a shrug. “Nothing 
is weird anymore.”  

Orion had to admit Wesley had a pretty good point.  
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In the middle of the Viewing Room, sitting in an 

uncomfortable chair, Tristan fidgeted as he waited for whatever it 
was that was supposed to come next. He wasn’t sure how long it 
had been since Wesley left him there, but it felt like hours.5  With 
all the time to himself to think, Tristan had come up with a very 
important question he felt very much needed to be answered.  

“Can I take my blindfold off now?” he asked.  
This would seem like a perfectly reasonable question, but it 

was in truth a very silly thing to ask. Any question would have, in 
fact, been a very silly to ask, because there was no one in the room 
to hear it. Tristan didn’t know this, though, so he kept right on 
talking to no one. 

“Oh, come on. I’ve been here forever!” Tristan begged with 
no one caring. “Can we do something cool already? I mean, no 
offense, but so far this is the most boring secret spy base ever.” 
No one was offended. “Fine, if you won’t talk to me I guess I can 
just take my blindfold off.”  

No one had a problem with it.  
Deciding he’d had enough of the game, Tristan took off the 

blindfold, looked around the room, and quickly realized he was all 
alone.  

“Great,” he said to no one, “now I’m talking to myself.”  
He knew it. This was a prank. Tristan was about to go find 

Wesley and Orion and Charlie and teach them the same lesson he 
taught his prank-loving cousins, but just then the main screen on 
the viewing wall popped on.  

                                                
5 Really, it was only eight minutes, but Tristan was never a very patient 
kid, so it felt like an eternity. 
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On the screen an official looking emblem spun around very 
officially. Tristan had noticed the emblem on Wesley’s uniform. It 
was an oval with a symbol in the middle of it that looked a little 
like a palm tree sitting on top of a tiny island sitting on top of a 
lightning bolt. Blown up big like it was now, Tristan could see that 
the oval around the symbol was made up of words.  Unfortunately, 
they weren’t any of the two hundred and seventy-six words that he 
knew how to read.6   

Tristan tried to sound out the words in the circle, but before 
he could even get the first one, it disappeared. All that was left was 
the strange symbol, which began to transform. It broke into four 
parts: the tree top, the tree trunk, the island, and the lightning bolt. 
Each part moved to a different corner of the screen, and began to 
rotate. Tristan soon realized the parts weren’t random shapes at 
all, they were letters. What he had thought was an island was really 
a letter “D” laying on its side. The top of a palm tree was a “K,” 
and its trunk the letter “I.”  The lightning bolt was, in fact, an “S.” 
When the letters stopped rotating, they came back together in the 
middle of the screen and formed a word. Thankfully, it was a word 
Tristan could read: KIDS. 

Before Tristan could spend too much time wondering about 
the meaning of the strange transforming symbol or the word it 
turned in to, KIDS, too, disappeared, replaced on the giant screen 

                                                
6 In Tristan’s defense, two hundred and seventy-six words is pretty good 
for a six-year-old, plus these words weren’t even in English. They were 
in a language called Latin. Even most of the smartest grown-ups can’t 
read Latin, which is weird because they write it on all kinds of stuff. It 
makes things look important, and looking important means about as 
much to grown-ups as looking cool does to kids. As for the words on 
the emblem, they were the motto of the KIDS: Videmus Quod Non Vident, 
Facimus Quod Non Faciunt, Sumus Quod Contendimus Esse, which roughly 
translated means: “We see what they cannot see. We do what they cannot 
do. We are what we strive to be.” 
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by the face of a 12-year-old boy. The boy wore a confident grin 
and had a shaggy head of black hair, tipped with blonde highlights.  

“Hello. I’m Senior Agent Tommy,” said the giant face. “If 
you’re watching this video it’s because you’ve been selected to join 
the KIDS, and I’m here to tell you just what that means.” 

There was something about Tommy that Tristan didn’t quite 
like, though he couldn’t figure out what it was. Still, at least the 
video was finally giving him some answers. It told Tristan about 
the Forgetting, and about the group of brave agents that took up 
the fight against monsters, about the KIDS. It even showed a 
slideshow of drawings of the different types of supernatural 
creatures the Squad had encountered, though Tristan thought the 
drawings weren’t very good.7 When the slideshow was done, 
Tommy’s giant head filled the screen again.  

“So, now you know what’s out there,” said Tommy, “The 
question is, will you join the fight?” 

It was a big question, and Tristan wasn’t sure he knew the 
answer to it yet.   

 
 

 
Outside of the viewing room, Team 42 impatiently waited 

for Tristan to finish watching the recruit video. Charlie and Orion 
kept themselves entertained with a rousing game of Ball, Paddle, 
Bogey, Dragon, Snipe.8  The two squared off, hands at the ready.  

                                                
7 The artist who drew them, Dani, would agree with Tristan. She was 
embarrassed that they were still even using that old video. She was a 
much better drawer at 11 than she had been at 7. Besides, it wasn’t even 
her fault. How could she draw a realistic bogeyman when they didn’t 
even have a blech-colored crayon in the KIDS art supplies? 
8 Ball, Paddle, Bogey, Dragon, Snipe is the KIDS’ more awesome version 
of Rock, Paper, Scissors. It’s simple: Ball Bonks Bogey and Corks 
Dragon, Paddle Smacks Ball and Spanks Snipe, Bogey Stomps Snipes 
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Charlie was a strategic mastermind. He fancied himself an 
amateur psychologist and had studied all the great military 
commanders. He knew this game. He knew Orion. He was ready.  

In unison they shouted, “Ball paddle bogey dragon snipe, 
throw!”  

They threw.  
Charlie smiled confidently. He had thrown Bogey, which was 

almost surely the winning hand unless Orion had thrown… 
“Dragon?!?! Oh, come on!” Charlie was beside himself. 

Somehow, he had lost. He couldn’t believe it.  
Which is odd, because it was a very, very believable thing. In 

fact, Orion had won 3,785 games in a row – always by throwing 
dragon. He kept winning, even though everyone knew that he 
always threw dragon, because when someone challenged him they 
would convince themselves that this time was different. I mean, 
what are the chances someone throws Dragon 3,785 times in a 
row? 

In this case, the odds were 100%. And it wasn’t because 
Orion was a master at the game. Nope, it was because of a very, 
very simple reason. 

“Dragons are cool,” Orion said. 
“But it’s not fair, you can’t just keep picking the same thing 

over and over again,” Charlie complained.  
“Yeah, I can,” snapped Orion. He was getting a little tired of 

having to defend his throws. “Because Dragons are cool. They fly 
and breathe fire. What am I supposed to do, throw a stupid snipe?” 

“Snipes kill dragons!” Charlie argued, exasperated.  
“Yeah, right,” Orion said with a snort. He had never actually 

read the rules of Ball, Paddle, Bogey, Dragon, Snipe, but he was 
pretty sure that a dragon would kill a stupid ol’ snipe.  

                                                
and Steals Paddle, Dragon Burns Paddle and Eats Bogey, and Snipe Bites 
Dragon and Pops Ball. See? Simple. 
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Charlie turned to Wesley. “Wesley, will you tell Orion that 
he can’t keep throwing Dragon?” 

Wesley didn’t answer. He was lost in thought.  
“Hey! Earth to Wesley.” Charlie gave him a nudge. 
“Huh? What?” was all Wesley could manage as he shook off 

the thoughts troubling him.  
Charlie had never seen Wesley this distracted. He was 

worried. “You okay, boss?” 
“Yeah, yeah,” Wesley said, unconvincingly. “I was just 

thinking about what that bogeyman said.” 
Charlie scoffed, “what, that he was coming to get us? They 

always say that stuff.” 
“Yeah, but he said ‘we.’ ‘We’ll be coming for you.’ Since 

when do they think of themselves as a ‘we’?  
Orion chimed in, “so what if they do?” 
“I don’t know, something just feels different lately.” 
“Different how?” Charlie asked.  
Before Wesley could answer, the door to the viewing room 

and a slightly shell-shocked Tristan walked out.  
Wesley turned his attention to the young recruit. “Well, kid? 

Any questions?” 
Tristan thought for a moment. “I have a few.” 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Chapter 7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Hows and Whys and Whats 
 

Tristan fibbed. He didn’t have a few questions. He had all 
the questions. Ever since he’d been attacked by that blue fur ball, 
he’d been collecting questions faster than he’d collected mosquito 
bites at summer camp. Now all those questions exploded out of 
him, all at once. 

“Where do bogeymen come from? Why do they come from 
the closet? Is it because of the clothes? Can they come out the 
dresser instead? Why do their horns glow? Can they turn off their 
horns? Where are your parents? Are there bogeyman kids? Do you 
call them bogeykids? What about bogeywomen? Do you do this 
every night, or do you get weekends off? If a grown up can’t see 
magic creatures, what do they see? Like is it just blurry, or are they 
invisible? What if I threw a blanket over one? Would they just be 
like “wow that blankets floating around”? Can we take a picture of 
one? Could parents see them in a picture? Do you go to school? 
Do you live here? Who sews your uniforms? Who built those flying 
Raft things? Do you need a license to fly one? How fast can they 
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go? What’s the big blue button for? Would we have died if I 
pressed it? Who pays for the electricity here? Are there parachutes 
on the Raft? What would be faster: a Raft, or a fighter jet? Does 
the Airforce know about this? Are there girls in the Squad? How 
did you guys learn to do all this stuff? Do your parents think you 
ran away? What do you do with the bogeymen you capture? Do 
their parents think they ran away? Do bogeymen have BogeyRafts? 
How do you pay the rent for this place?  Who would win in a fight 
between a bogeyman and a sasquatch? How about a pocket 
penguin and a snipe? Oh! Are there pocket snipes?” 

Wesley found himself in awe of Tristan’s ability to talk that 
much without taking a breath. “Whoa, whoa, whoa. We don’t have 
all night, how about you pick three.” 

Tristan was crushed. “Just three?” he asked. 
“Yes,” Wesley answered. “That’s one, you have two more.”  
“Oh, come on! That’s not fair, that was barely even a 

question!” Tristan’s face began to redden. He was sick and tired of 
people telling him not to ask questions when he had questions. If 
no one was willing to tell him stuff, then how would he ever know 
stuff? 

“Hey, I didn’t make the rules,” Wesley said with a shrug. 
“Yes, you did!” Tristan objected. “You literally just made up 

the rules right now!” 
“And you want me to break my own rules?” Wesley asked 

with an arched eyebrow, faking sincere concern. “That would 
make me a hypocrite, Tristan, and that’s just about the worst thing 
a person could be.” 

Frustrated, Tristan’s face turned about as red as one of 
Wesley’s dodgeballs. He was seriously considering kicking Wesley 
square in the shins, but realized that Wesley was his ride home, so 
held off.  

“Fine,” he said. “Why do you call yourselves the KIDS?” 
“It’s an acronym,” started Wesley before Charlie cut him off. 
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“Yeah, it stands for Kung-Fu Interdimensional Death 
Samurais,” offered Charlie.  

“No, it doesn’t!” said Orion, looking to offer his own 
definition. “It stands for Kick-Butt Dudes of Awesomeness.” 

“That doesn’t even spell KIDS, you dino brain.” Charlie 
argued.  

“So?!” Orion snapped, giving Charlie a shove. 
“Hey! Quit it, you two,” Wesley said pulling the bickering 

agents apart. “You’re going to confuse the kid.” He turned back to 
Tristan, who was, indeed, incredibly confused. “K-I-D-S, it stands 
for Kids Imaginary Defense Squad.”  

“But why would you need to defend against something that’s 
just imaginary?” asked Tristan.  

“Adults say bogeymen are imaginary, that they aren’t real. 
You fought three of them. Did they feel real to you?” 

“Yeah, I even stubbed my toe kicking that red one.” 
“Well, there you go. Imaginary is just a word adults use for 

things they don’t believe in. So, if they want to call what we do 
imaginary? That’s fine. They don’t have to believe in it. This is our 
fight. This is kids’ stuff.” 

 “That’s cool, I guess,” said Tristan, “but how do you do it? 
I mean, where do you get all the gadgets and weapons and the 
Rafts and stuff?” 

Wesley smiled, “c’mon I’ll show you.” 
 

 
 
 If one were designing a test to determine whether a person 

was a kid or a grown-up, a very good first step would be to see 
how the person reacts when walking into the KIDS’ R&D lab. The 
first thing you’d see is a fifty-foot wall that holds the prototypes of 
all the tech in the KIDS arsenal. A grown-up would just see a 
bunch of random junk stuck together with superglue and duct tape 
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and would be quite unimpressed. A kid, on the other hand, would 
see a treasure trove of gadgets and be awestruck by the potential 
for the great fun and adventures to be had.9      

Tristan was very much a kid, and he was in heaven. 
As he stood there with his mouth open, staring in wonder at 

all the magnificent toys, he tried to come up with a word to explain 
how he was feeling. The best Tristan could come up with was, “I… 
it’s… it’s so….”10 

 “Welcome to R&D,” added Wesley, “responsible for every 
piece of tech we use.” 

With his mouth still dangling open like he forgot how to 
close it, Tristan walked up to the wall. Each magnificent gadget sat 
on its own little shelf, with its own little sign announcing what it 
was called. There was the SnakAttak, the GutBuster, the Rope-a-
Dope, the Crack-‘er-Jax, and a hundred other bits of wonder. He had 
no idea what any of them were, but he knew he wanted every one 
of them for Christmas.  

Out of the corner of his eye, sitting just below something 
called the Pinchers-of-Power, Tristan spotted what looked to be a little 
water gun. The sign below it called it a SonicSoaker. What caught 
Tristan’s attention, though, was just how boring it looked. This 
wasn’t one of those super powerful water guns that can soak your 
grandpa from fifty feet. No, this was one of those cheap water 
pistols that could only shoot about six feet and would leak all over 
your hand. It was the kind you get at the fair when you played 
Skee-Ball for two straight hours, but only win 25 tickets because 
you aren’t very good at Skee-ball.  

Tristan picked up the dinky little SonicSoaker and looked it 
over. Yep, just a regular-old water gun. He was about to turn to 
                                                
9 This is because grown-ups only see the value in things that are shiny, 
and cost of a lot of money, and come with instruction manuals. Kids just 
want to know what the thing can do. 
. 
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Wesley and demand an explanation,11 when a hand came out of 
nowhere and roughly snatched the soaker from him.   

“Hey!” Tristan snapped, startled and more than a little 
offended.  

“Hands off, rookie!” said the owner of the hand.  
Tristan looked down to see a small girl shooting him an icy 

glare, the kind you get from your mom when she’s on the phone 
with her boss and she catches you dipping your finger in the 
cupcake batter, even though she just told you not to.  

Wesley piped in, saying, “Tristan, meet D. She’s one of our 
two resident geniuses. Anything you see here, she built.” 

Tristan rubbed his bruised hand. He found it very rude that 
people kept slapping it. “So, what are you, an elf or something?” 
he asked the latest pint-sized offender. 

D glared at him even harder. “Can it, smart mouth,” she said 
angrily, “and keep your hands off the weaponry” 

Tristan found himself very confused. He wasn’t sure why the 
elf was so mad at him, and why she cared so much about some 
silly piece of junk. “Weaponry?” he questioned. “It’s just a dumb 
toy water gun.” 

“Dumb toy?” D said, “Don’t you know anything?” She was 
somehow even angrier than before. Tristan figured at any moment 
steam would start coming out of her ears like a cartoon.  

Without breaking her glare, D stuck what looked like a little 
bowl on the front of the water gun. The bowl was connected by a 
cable to a little box hanging from her belt, and on the little box 
was a little knob. “Water is the most destructive force in nature,” 
she said as she turned toward a cardboard Bogeyman cutout set up 

                                                
11 This is a really great example of one of the more unfortunate things 
about human nature. Here Tristan had a hundred different super-
amazing gadgets to pick from, and he chose to waste his time with the 
only one he didn’t think was any good. What a silly way to live. 
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30 feet away. “Water rusts iron, eats through stone. Heck, it can 
destroy a whole town in a flood.” 

 “But that takes time, so we sped up the process” she said as 
she took aim and turned the little knob on the little box. 

She pulled the trigger.  
With a monstrous BOOM a bubble of water erupted from 

the gun. As it screamed toward the target it got bigger and bigger 
and bigger, until finally a huge wave of water blasted the cardboard 
bogeyman into a million sopping wet pieces.  

“It’s a directed sonic boom wave lazed with a little high-
quality H20.” 

 “That was… that… that was…,” Tristan stammered, trying 
to find the right word.  

“Amazing? Astounding? Mind-blowing?” D offered him.  “I 
know. I invented it.”  

After a moment’s hesitation she added, “well, we invented 
it.” 

“We?” asked Tristan with a look of mild confusion. 
“Yeah, D, where is that brother of yours?” Charlie asked. 
“He’s testing the new smoke bombs,” she answered. “He 

should be coming around any…” 
She didn’t get to finish her sentence as an explosion rocked 

the laboratory. The blast was followed by a small, boy-shaped 
missile that flew across the room and crashed onto the floor, 
eventually sliding to a stop at Tristan’s feet. 

“Right on cue,” said Wesley, “Tristan, meet R, the other half 
of R&D” 

“Oof,” said the still-smoldering little inventor. “I think I 
used too much salt.”  

R tried to get up but found his brain wasn’t talking to his legs 
quite right.  For instance, he tried to tell his legs to stand him up, 
but what they seemed to hear was, “do the can-can dance.” R 
found that to be a very interesting development. He made a mental 
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note to record the event in his invention journal just as soon as he 
could make his eyes look in the same direction. 

 “Wow, a flying elf,” exclaimed Tristan.  
“Okay that’s it!” D seethed, furious. She gave Tristan a hard 

shove in the chest. “Listen, bub, my brother and I have been 
making the impossible possible here since we were five years old. 
The Squad would be fighting with sticks and big wheels if it wasn’t 
for us. Out in the real world, jerks like you make fun of R and me 
and I just take it, but not here. This is my home, and I will not let 
you or anyone else disrespect me in my home!” 12 

Tristan looked to Wesley for help, “Wesley, I…” 
“Don’t look at me, kid, you ticked off the wrong genius” 

Wesley said.  
He looked to Charlie and Orion, but they just shook their 

heads. He was on his own. 
“But I wasn’t disrespecting her,” Tristan said nervously to 

them, before turning to D, “I wasn’t disrespecting you.” 
“Calling me and my brother elves just because we’re small, 

isn’t disrespecting us?” 
“What? No, I didn’t say you’re an elf because you’re small,” 

Tristan said, almost pleading, as she backed him into a wall.  

                                                
12 Some readers might be wondering just why D was so incredibly mad 
at Tristan. After all, as far as insults go, “elf” is pretty tame. Why get so 
angry? Well, there’s an important lesson here. Different people can be 
sensitive to different things, usually for very good reasons. In D’s case, 
she was sensitive to being called an elf because she and her brother had 
a condition called achondroplasia, which is a type of dwarfism. The 
condition made R & D small for their age compared to average-height 
people. In fact, even though R& D were four years older, they were 
smaller than Tristan. Because people can sometimes be mean, R & D 
were often made fun of at school. Being small made doing a lot of things 
difficult, and people being mean just made life even harder. So, while 
most people might not mind being called an elf, for someone that is used 
to being made fun of for their size, it can be especially hurtful. 
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D wasn’t buying it. “Then why were you? Do I got pointy 
ears, or something?” 

“Because you live in a shop and make genius inventions.” 
She had started to deliver the epic comeback she was 

planning to unleash on him, but Tristan’s explanation wasn’t the 
fake-sorry excuse D was expecting. It shaved the momentum off 
her rage for a moment. All she could manage to say was, ““wait, 
what?” 

“You know, like how Santa has magic elves that invent all of 
his toys for him,” Tristan said earnestly.  

D was calming down, but not quite convinced. “You’re 
trying to tell me you actually believe in magic elves.” 

“Well, bogeymen and sasquatch and faeries are all real. Why 
not magic elves? I mean, kids can’t invent this stuff, they’d have to 
be the smartest kids alive.” 

D found herself completely disarmed. After all, she was the 
smartest kid alive, he had that much right. “You really weren’t 
making fun of us for being small?”  

“I try not to make fun of people who can explode me with a 
water gun.” 

D sized him up and decided Tristan was okay after all.13  She 
supposed she would let him live. Turning to Wesley, she asked 
“what did you say the kid’s name was, again?” 

                                                
13 Here is another great lesson to be learned. While it’s important to think 
about how your words might hurt somebody, when you find yourself 
hurt it’s also important to figure out whether someone meant to be 
hurtful. D was hurt by Tristan’s words, and understandably so, but 
Tristan had never meant to hurt her. In fact, he was being entirely sincere 
when he said he thought she was an elf, and for a completely honest 
reason. The truth was, Tristan had never seen a little person before, and 
didn’t know what dwarfism was. If, D had given Tristan the chance to 
explain, the whole confrontation could have been avoided and they 
could have spent their time doing something more important… like 
playing with their wall o’ toys. 
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“Tristan.” Wesley said, a little regretful he had misjudged the 
rookie, “Tristan Lyon.” 

Hearing that name snapped R out of his explosion-induced 
daze. Shaking his head, he looked to Tristan. Some say R’s eyes 
grew three sizes that day.  

“Tristan Lyon!!!” he screamed, startling everyone. 
“What, what’d I do?” Tristan answered sheepishly. Usually 

someone screaming his full name was followed by something like 
“put down that chainsaw!” or “stop trying to ride the walrus!”  

“Sorry,” interjected D, “my brother sometimes has a hard 
time regulating the volume of his voice when he’s recovering from 
being blown up.” 

 “I’m fine!” objected R as he hopped up from the ground 
and walked over to Tristan starry-eyed.  “It’s just, I mean, it’s 
Tristan freakin’ Lyon!”  R looked around at everyone, waiting for 
them to realize they were in the presence of an international 
celebrity. None of them did.  

“Oh, come on,” R said in disbelief. “This is Junior 2A yo-yo 
champion, Tristan Lyon!” 

“You heard of me?” Tristan said, surprised. Sure, in the yo-
yo world Tristan was a bit of a minor celebrity. He was the 
youngest-ever world champion, beating heavy favorite Hiraku 
Fujii. It was a feat that had won him $2,000 and a free trip to 
Disneyworld, but it wasn’t like he had fans or anything.  

“Heard of you? I’m your biggest fan!” R blurted. 
Okay, so maybe Tristan had one fan. R ran over to his 

toolbox and rummaged frantically for what seemed to be a very 
important something. When R finally found what he was looking 
for he yipped in excitement and hurried back to the group  

Charlie leaned toward Wesley and whispered in his ear, 
“What’s R going on about? Should we know who this kid is?” 

Wesley shrugged, “I’ve got no idea.”  
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R tossed his sacred something to Tristan, who deftly caught 
it and turned it over in his hand. He recognized it immediately, a 
Wondermeister Firestarter yo-yo. The very same model Tristan 
used in competition.  

“I bought it after seeing your routine in the quarterfinals.” R 
said, shaking with excitement. “Do you think you could show us a 
few tricks?” 

“I don’t know, I don’t really like being put on the spot.” 
“Oh, come on,” Orion goaded, “let’s see one of your tricks, 

yo-yo king.” 
“Please,” R said before offering a deal. “If you show me a 

trick I’ll show you the latest gadget we’ve been working on.” 
 “Whoa, whoa, whoa! Hold on.” D said, objecting to R’s 

deal. “We’ve talked about this, R. It’s not ready.” 
R shot eye-daggers at D and responded through clenched 

teeth, “You’re embarrassing me in front of my hero, sis.” D wasn’t 
convinced, but she hated to see her brother disappointed, so she 
relented.  

“Okay,” Tristan said. “You’ve got a deal.” 
R squealed with delight and immediately plopped down on 

the floor like he was getting ready for story time in school. 
Tristan started simply enough, a throw down into a sleeper 

that left the yo-yo spinning on the end of the string. None of the 
agents seemed all that impressed, except for R, who was grinning 
from ear-to-ear, because he knew what was coming next.  

Tristan gave the skeptical agents a sly, confident grin. With 
just a twitch of his finger, the yo-yo sprang to life. It danced and 
looped, and soared around the recruit, seeming at times to defy the 
laws of physics. With the agents absolutely enthralled, Tristan 
decided to kick it up a notch. He sent the yo-yo looping around 
his legs, his arms, his neck, never losing momentum. Next, he 
moved to mounts, forcing the yo-yo to wrap around its own string. 
He gave ‘em a Tsunami and a Boingy Boing and a few Eli Hops 
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before throwing a Flying Trapeze into a Wave Slack. For a finale, 
Tristan did a back flip with the yo-yo coiling and whipping around 
him. Landing, Tristan threw the yo-yo into the air, and with a 
spinning jump kick sent it flying toward Wesley. An inch away 
from Wesley’s nose, the yo-yo stopped cold, hovering for a brief 
second before springing back into Tristan’s waiting hand.  

For a moment, there was silence as the agents’ brains worked 
to make sense of what they had just seen. R was the first to come 
out of it, erupting into applause. The other agents soon followed, 
clapping and whistling their approval. Even D joined in, 
begrudgingly acknowledging the skill on display.  

 “I could do a lot more if I had a second one to work with,” 
Tristan said nonchalantly as he tossed the yo-yo back to R, who 
caught it as if it were the most prized treasure in the world. 

“Tristan Lyon used my yo-yo,” he said in awe. “This is the 
greatest honor that any man has ever known.” 

D shook her head at her brother’s shenanigans, “you’re such 
a dork.” 

“Okay, it’s your turn for show and tell,” Tristan said to R.  
“Oh, right,” he replied. “C’mon, you’re going to love this. 
R walked over to the gadget wall and opened a secret panel. 

With the press of a couple of buttons and the turn of a large knob, 
a small passage opened in the wall. R led the agents through the 
passage and into the test lab, leaving D to her inventions.  

In the lab, Tristan marveled at the tables filled with beakers 
of chemicals and pieces of scientific equipment and, of course, 
tons of duct tape. However, Orion’s attention was captured by 
something completely different. 

“What are those?!” he asked, excitedly, pointing to a pair of 
pedestals that each held what resembled a small can of spray paint.  

“Those are what I brought you here to see.” R replied. 
“They’re our latest invention, StuckyString.” 

Charlie perked up. “Is that like Silly String?” 
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“Kind of, but I assure you, this string is quite serious.” R 
said, laughing hysterically at his own joke. No one else found it all 
that funny. “Of course, it’s still in the testing stages so I can’t let 
you try it out yet, but if you would like to read the data sheets on 
viscosity and thermal break down I’d be happy to show you.” 

Orion turned to Charlie and shot him a look that Charlie 
recognized immediately to mean, “sir, I challenge you to a duel.”  

Charlie replied with a raised eyebrow and ever so slight nod 
of the head that in no uncertain terms told Orion, “you’re on, small 
fry. Make your move.” 

Orion was shocked at Charlie’s aggressive, mocking 
eyebrow. Such a slight could not go unanswered. Orion raised his 
chin, narrowed his eyes, and flared his nostrils in a manner that, 
frankly, is inappropriate in polite society.  

R caught the display out of the corner of his eye and was 
immediately worried. “What are you doing?” he asked in that way 
that seems to really be saying, “You better not be doing what I 
think you’re doing.”  

To R’s dismay, that’s exactly what they were doing – 
commencing the world’s very first StuckyString battle.  

Quick as a bunny, Orion leapt forward and snatched one of 
the cans from its pedestal. Not intending to go into battle 
unarmed, Charlie dove and snagged the second can. Popping off 
the cap, Charlie spun around to Orion just as Orion brought his 
can up and fired. A long sticky string of foam flew right by Charlie 
and hit R’s pet toad, HipHop, instead.  

Charlie had better luck with his shot, splatting Orion right in 
the shooting hand, leaving it stuck firm to a wall. Orion pulled with 
all his might, but couldn’t free his hand. Charlie laughed at his 
struggles, which proved to be a mistake. Orion used the opening 
to toss the can to his free hand and take another shot. This time 
he was right on target, as the string hit Charlie smack in his open 
mouth.  
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“Hhheeehh! Yuu shut meh in duh mowf!” Charlie said with 
his mouth full.  

“Guys stop,” R pleaded, “it’s not ready yet!” 
Orion and Charlie gave each other a nod, and, laughing 

maniacally14, turned their StuckyString sprayers on their unarmed 
friends. By the time the cans were empty, everyone and everything 
in the lab was covered in piles of the string. This became a bit of a 
problem when the string started to harden.  

“Hey!” Orion said, “I can’t move!” 
“Yeah,” said R with a sigh. “That’s kinda’ what it was 

designed to do.” 
“Well,” said Wesley, half-covered in the gunk, “it works.” 
For a long moment, the agents just stood around, stuck, and 

thought about the poor life choices that led them there. Finally, 
Tristan broke the silence.  

“So, what’s in this stuff?” 
“Just a mixture of things from around the house,” said R. “A 

little playdough, some glue, a big blob of dog snot, and a bit of 
quick-dry concrete.” 

Charlie’s eyes grew to the size of dinner plates. “Duhg snut! 
Dud yu seh duhg snut!”  

Charlie stood there, stuck to the ground with a mouth full of 
quick-drying dog snot, and wondered how things could possibly 
get worse. That’s precisely the moment HipHop chose to jump on 
top of Charlie’s head, where he immediately got stuck.  

Dang it, thought Charlie.  
Ribbit, thought HipHop.  
 
 
 

                                                
14 Well, Charlie laughed as manically as one can with one’s mouthful. It 
came out sounding like “hnhb-hnhb-hnhb-hnhb-hnhb.” 
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 Charlie ran straight from the lab to his locker, where he 

grabbed a bottle of mouthwash and took an enormous swig. 
Wesley, Tristan, and Orion were right behind, dusting the last bits 
of StuckyString from their clothes as they joined Charlie at the 
lockers. They had spent almost a whole hour stuck in that lab 
before D finally saved the day. Technically, it only took her 20 
minutes to find them, but she was laughing for at least another half 
an hour before R could convince her to go get the De-Stuckifier 
and get them out. After gargling mouthwash long enough to get 
rid of the taste of dog snot, and then a couple more minutes just 
to be safe, Charlie finally spit into a nearby sink.  

“Guys,” he said, “I don’t think I want to visit R & D 
anymore.” 

“Oh, come on, that was awesome!” argued Orion. “You got 
to be the first person to shoot someone with StuckyString, don’t 
you think that’s worth getting a little snot it your mouth?” 

“No!” Charlie scoffed, shivering at the mere thought of what 
just happened.  

As Wesley and Orion laughed at Charlie’s dramatics, Tristan 
took the chance to look around a bit. The lockers were located on 
a walkway that wrapped around, and overlooked, the Grand 
Arena. Tristan could see a half dozen training stations below, and 
what looked to be a classroom set-up on the far side of the arena. 
He figured they must use that to torture prisoners or something.  

 Out of the corner of his eye, Tristan also saw something 
else – a something that seemed to be staring right back at him. 
Tristan looked away quickly and did his best to look casual as he 
walked back over to the other agents. 

“Hey,” Tristan whispered, tugging at Wesley’s elbow, 
“something’s watching us.” He nodded his head toward the other 
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side of the arena, trying not to be too obvious. The other agents 
followed Tristan’s lead and tried to take a quick look in that 
direction without looking like they were looking in that direction. 
They spotted a silhouette15 standing behind a white screen, looking 
right back at them.  

“Oh, that’s just Mr. Dogie,” said Orion very obviously and 
not the least bit cautious.  

The look on Tristan’s face switched from mildly concerned 
to thoroughly confused. “What’s a Mr. Dogie?” 

“He’s our boss,” said Charlie.  
“When do I get to see him?” 
“You don’t,” said Wesley.  
“No one’s ever seen Mr. Dogie,” added Orion. “Except 

through the screen, I mean.” 
“Why not?” asked Tristan  
“I think it’s because he was in a fire,” whispered Charlie, 

“and now his head is all disfigured and gross.” 
“Maybe he doesn’t even have a head!” said Orion.  
“Of course he has a head,” snapped Charlie. “You can see 

he has a head.” 
“Maybe it’s a dummy head,” argued Orion. 
“Maybe you’re a dummy head,” said Charlie mockingly.  
Wesley stepped between the two hot-headed agents. 

“Enough,” he said sternly before turning to Tristan. “No one’s 
seen him, because he doesn’t want anyone to see him. That’s it.” 

“You tell him, you alpha male, you,” said a familiar voice 
behind them. The agents turned to see Alora walking over to them 
with Julia and Sasha in tow. “Who’s the kid?”  

                                                
15 Silhouette is that funny kind of word that teacher’s love to put on 
spelling tests just to make kids squirm. If you haven’t heard of the word, 
a silhouette is where you can only make out the shape of something, as 
if you were looking at its shadow. The effect usually happens when the 
something in question is standing in front of a bright light. 
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“He’s the new recruit, Tristan,” Wesley answered. 
“Oh right, the yo-yo whiz, right?” 
Julia sneered, “Yo-yos? Ha! Only little kids play with yo-yos.” 
“Yeah,” echoed Sasha. “Yo-yos are for kids.” 
“I am a kid,” said Tristan, quite accurately. 
Alora smiled, “Kid’s got you there, Jules.” 
“Yeah,” Sasha confirmed, “he’s got you there.” 
Flustered, Julia took her anger out on Charlie, punching him 

in the arm. 
“Loser,” she said, adding literal insult to literal injury before 

walking off toward her locker.  
“Hey!” Charlie shouted at Julia as he rubbed his sore arm. “I 

have had a very traumatic week!” 
Alora laughed, “alright guys, we’ll leave you to your gripping 

intellectual discourse.” She turned to Tristan as she walked away. 
“Welcome to the Squad, kid.” 

Tristan watched her walk away.  
“Who was that?” he asked in a bit of awe. 
“That’s Alora,” Wesley answered, “one of the senior agents.” 
“She’s cute,” said Tristan.  
The comment caught the other agents off guard. Especially 

Charlie, who looked like his entire worldview had just been 
shattered. 

“Cute?!” Charlie balked, appalled. 
“You’re 6-years-old and you like girls?” Wesley said, a bit 

surprised himself. 
“I like the cute ones,” reasoned Tristan. 
“But… but... she’s a girl,” argued Charlie, flabbergasted. 
Wesley put a hand on Tristan’s shoulder and led him toward 

the hangar. “Come on, Romeo. Let’s get you home. 
As his team walked off toward the Raft, Charlie remained 

frozen, unable to comprehend what just happened. 
“But girls are gross!” 
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Tristan stepped out of Raft 42’s jump door and onto his 

window sill. With a quick jump, he was back in his room. It almost 
felt surreal to be home, as if he would turn around and the Raft 
would be gone, and he’d realize the entire night a crazy dream. But 
when he did turn, the Raft was still there, with Wesley standing in 
the jump door. He threw Tristan a strange looking brass box. 

“It’s your own personal Bubble Double,” explained Wesley, 
“We’ll be back tomorrow night. You’ve got until then to make up 
your mind. If you want in, just turn it on.” 

“How do I do that?” asked Tristan.  
Wesley just shook his head and closed the jump door. As 

Raft 42 took off into the night, Tristan inspected the device. On 
one side was a giant glowing button labeled, PUSH ME. 

“Oh,” said Tristan. 
Back on the Raft, Orion set course for headquarters as the 

first purple hints of sunrise peeked across the horizon.  
“I wonder if the kid’s on board,” said Charlie as he shut 

down his monitor station for the night. 
“He will be,” Wesley responded confidently. 
“How do you know?” asked Orion. 
“Because, I’m not that lucky.  
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A Word from Mr. Dogie on the Subject of Cooties 
 

 The Squad is made up of every type of kid you can 
possibly imagine – agents of every race, every nationality, every 
religion, and every gender. All of you are unique and wonderful 
and very, very different. These differences make us stronger as 
a Squad, but as individuals it can sometimes be hard for us to 
accepts the differences of others. Sometimes this fear of 
difference can manifest itself, turning into something you agents 
call “cooties.” I’d like to talk to you a moment about what 
cooties are and how we deal with them at the Squad. 

Cooties are not, in the strictest sense, real. You can’t touch 
them, or see them. No child “has them.” Rather, cooties are 
something made up by your mind when you can’t hendle the 
differences in others. But even though they aren’t real, it doesn’t 
mean cooties can’t effect you. Human brains are funny things, 
and sometimes just thinking something bad will happen can 
make you feel like it’s really happening. It’s called a 
psychosomatic response, and it can have real consequences.  

So if you suffer from a fear of cooties, called cootiphobia, 
let us know. We’ll take steps to help you overcome your fears, 
and treat any symptoms that may arise. In the meantime, try to 
get to know your fellow agents, even the ones that seem different 
from you, you might out their not so different afterall. 
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The Dumb Door of Destiny 
 

Tristan’s mom called up to him from the living room. “Do 
you want me to tuck you in?”  

“Not tonight, mom,” he shouted back as he hurried into his 
room. “Goodnight.” 

“Okay, goodnight, hon.” 
Tristan closed his door and ran over to his dresser. He wasn’t 

looking for the ninja-saurus-rex jammies he always wore to bed; he 
was already wearing those. No, Tristan was looking for a weird 
little brass box with a big glowing button and simple operating 
instructions. 

He found it right where he left it, buried beneath his 
underwear. Pulling it out of the drawer, Tristan rolled the box over 
in his hands, looking it over as his mind raced. There was a very 
important question he still needed to answer. 

Would he press the button? 
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He had spent all day at school trying to figure it out,16 but 
still didn’t have an answer. On the one hand, it was hard to say no 
to becoming a superhero monster fighter. On the other hand, he 
had a lot of homework to do, and last night’s adventures had left 
him exhausted. How could he keep up with school, yo-yo training, 
and soccer practice, when he’s spending every night flying around 
in super cool flying things and having great adventures? 

Oh, who was he kidding? Tristan smacked the button. 
After a pause that lasted just long enough for Tristan to 

wonder if the thing was broken, the Bubble Double leapt from his 
hand and landed on the floor. The top of the box suddenly opened 
and a multicolored airbag burst out, growing bigger and bigger, 
and starting to look more and more like something Tristan 
recognized.  

And that recognizable something was a Tristan. Or, at least 
a full, life-sized replica of Tristan. 

Heck, the Bubble Double was even wearing an exact copy of 
Tristan’s Jammies, all the way down to the torn Pterodactyl just 
above his right elbow. It’s hard to describe just how weird it feels 
to find yourself staring at, well, yourself, but it got even weirder 
when Tristan’s Bubble Double started talking to him. 

“Put me to bed,” it said. “Put me to bed. Put me to bed. Put 
me to bed.” 

“Shhh!” whispered Tristan. “You’ll get me in trouble.” He 
grabbed the Bubble Double and laid it on the bed. As soon as he 
did, the Double stopped talking and began softly snoring. Tristan 
tucked his bubble-self into bed, and wondered what could possible 
happen next.  

“Welcome to KIDS,” said a voice behind him. 

                                                
16 Well, almost the whole day. He also spent a few minutes trying to 
figure out if he wanted regular milk or chocolate milk with his lunch. He 
wisely went with chocolate milk. 
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Startled, Tristan jumped and turned to find Wesley squatting 
in the window, holding a bundle under his arm. Wesley tossed the 
bundle to Tristan, who caught what turned out to be a freshly-
pressed KIDS uniform.  

“Suit up, recruit.” 
 

 
 
Back at headquarters, Tristan, now wearing his KIDS 

uniform, walked a few paces behind Wesley and the agents of 
Team 42. He tried to take it all in. It was the start of the shift, and 
the hangar was very different from when Tristan had seen it the 
night before. There must have been a hundred agents running 
around, with Raft’s taking off and landing in a constant dance. 
Activity everywhere.  

“Hustle up, kid” Wesley admonished.  
Tristan jogged to catch up. “So, what happens now? Are we 

going to get me my Raft?” 
“Not exactly,” he said with an amused chuckle. “I’m going 

to introduce you to your teacher.” 
“My what?!” Tristan felt like he’d been hit by a ton of bricks. 

Teacher’s meant school and school meant homework. What was 
the point of being a monster-fighting, secret agent if you had to do 
homework? 

“Well, what did you think?” probed Charlie. “That we would 
just send you off to fight super strong magical monsters without 
any training?” 

“I mean… kind of.” 
It was, in fact exactly, what Tristan had thought.  
Wesley stopped as they came to a strange door marked: 

Recruit Training Room.  
Well, that’s not exactly true. I mean, they did stop, it’s just 

that the door itself was an unremarkable, regular, old door. The 
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strangeness had more to do with the walls around the door – 
namely that there were none. The Recruit Training Room was 
really nothing more than a dozen desks and a couple of big white 
boards set-up at one end of the Grand Arena. There were no walls 
separating the “room” from the rest of arena, so there wasn’t really 
any need for a door. Yet there they stood, in front of a pointless 
door.  

Wesley opened it and gestured for Tristan to step inside. 
Tristan looked through the door at the rows of empty desks, then 
looked around the door at the same empty desks, then quizzically 
at Wesley. What was this about? 

“Well, go on,” urged Wesley. 
Tristan was incredibly confused, but suddenly remember the 

scene from his fourth most favorite movie, where the kids had to 
run through a brick wall to be transported to a magical train 
station. This must be one of those magic portals, he thought, and on the 
other side is some super awesome alternate dimension filled with all kinds of 
cool stuff. It’s a test to prove whether I believe hard enough. He took a big 
breath, closed his eyes, and thought about how much he believed 
in magic and mythological creatures. 

He jumped.  
Tristan could feel it as he passed through the door, the odd 

sensation of crossing an enchanted threshold into another realm. 
When he landed on the other side, he waited a moment before 
opening his eyes to prepare himself for the wonders he would soon 
discover. And when he finally did open his eyes? 

Nothing. 
Just the same dumb empty classroom.   
“Hey!” exclaimed Tristan. 
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“What did you think, that the door was some kind of magic 
portal to some amazing alternate reality?” asked an amused Wesley. 
“Nope, just a door.”17   

Tristan was too disappointed to respond. Did this mean he 
was really going to have to go to class? At night?? On a weekend??? 

“Listen, I know sitting through class isn’t the exciting 
adventure you imagined when you turned on your Bubble Double 
tonight,” Wesley said with sympathy, “but to be a KIDS agent we 
need you at your fastest, your strongest, your smartest. You need 
to be the absolute best version of you, and getting there takes time. 
It takes work, and sometimes that work is boring. But I promise 
you, it’s worth it. Why, in just a few months…” 

“MONTHS?!?” Tristan exclaimed, devastated. 
“Hey, you’ll be mopping the floor with Blue Meanies just as 

soon as you learn the handbook, get certified on the Raft 
simulator, and earn a black belt in your martial arts training. 
Shouldn’t be more than a year, tops.” 

“But… but…” Tristan stammered. “This sucks!” 
“Good luck kid. Class starts in ten minutes.” Wesley closed 

the door, leaving a deflated Tristan to his studies.  
 
 

 

                                                
17 You may be asking what the point of the door was if not a secret portal 
to another dimension. Well, the Chief Training Officer (or Grand Chief 
Purveyor of Critical Information and Knower of All Things Awesome, 
as he liked to refer to himself) felt that a proper classroom had to have a 
door. He thought it helped to maintain order and stopped people from 
walking in and out all willy-nilly. So, he had one installed. It was, of 
course, quite silly of him to think that people would bother opening a 
door when they could save themselves the trouble and walk around. 
What was even sillier was that he was very much right. It turns out that 
if you put up a door, people just assume they must use it. Proof, yet 
again, that humans are bizarre creatures. 
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“Hey kid, wake-up.” 
Tristan mumbled something that sounded a bit like, 

“snarglepandabutt” as he jerked his head up, a string of drool 
connecting his lip to the desk. He looked around the room through 
the one tired eye he could convince to stay open. It had been ten 
minutes since Wesley had left and eight minutes since Tristan had 
fallen asleep at his desk.18 In that time, it appeared that the rest of 
the class had arrived and taken their seats. He counted twelve in 
total, a mixture of girls and boys, the oldest maybe nine-years-old.  

“If you get caught sleeping in class, you’ll get in trouble.”  
The warning came from the raven-haired girl sitting next to 

him. She looked to be about his age and was sitting up impossibly 
straight in her chair, staring straight forward as she talked to him 
out of the corner of her mouth. Tristan wiped the drool from his 
mouth and the sleep from his eyes as he tried to form a coherent 
sentence.  

“What?” was all he could muster. 
“Professor Badawor doesn’t like it when kids fall asleep. If 

you do, he’ll write your name on the board.” 
“What does that mean?” 
“It means if you get in trouble again you’ll get a check by 

your name.” 
“What happens if you get in trouble a third time?” 
The girl’s eyes got as big as Frisbees and Tristan could swear 

he saw her pigtails pop up like they wanted to jump off her head. 
“Nobody’s ever gotten in trouble three times,” she said, seemingly 
terrified at the mere thought of it.  

                                                
18 While Tristan never found it difficult to fall asleep sitting at a desk, it 
was even easier that night, as it was already two hours past his bedtime. 
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“But what would happen?” 
She started to answer, but stopped and snapped back 

forward in an instant when she heard the classroom door open 
behind her. Tristan didn’t think it was possible, but she appeared 
to be sitting even straighter than before, even her desk looked 
straighter. The rest of the class seemed to straighten up, too, 
though none could compare to the immaculate posture of the girl 
beside him. Tristan looked to see what the big deal was.  

The door closed as an older boy, maybe Wesley’s age, walked 
toward the front of the class. He had a dusky complexion and was 
dressed smartly in a grey woolen vest, white dress shirt, and green 
slacks. A raspberry lollipop dangled from his lip, rather ruining the 
whole “dignified professor” look. When he got to the front of the 
room, he deposited his half-consumed sucker in a coffee cup 
sitting on a desk.  

“Good evenin’ class,” announced the kid in a thick British 
accent that caught Tristan off guard. He hadn’t heard someone talk 
like that in real life, and the people that talked that way on TV 
didn’t look very much like the kid.19  

“Good evening, professor,” responded the class in unison. 
Well, except for Tristan, who was still trying to figure out what was 
going on. 

“Looks like we’ve got a new studen’ wif us tonight. Welcome 
Tristan, my name’s Professor Badawor and this is intro ter mystical 
monsters n’ such. We ain’t got time ter waste, so let’s begin. Class, 
‘oo can tell me wot is special abaht a snipe?” 

Badawor pointed to the girl sitting next to Tristan. “Go 
‘head, Cecilia.” 

“Snipes are only half imaginary, sir.” She answered dutifully.  
“And wot does that mean?” 

                                                
19 Technically, it was a Cockney accent, a type or of British accent that 
originates in London’s East End. 
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“It means that adults can’t see them anymore, but they still 
remember seeing them when they were kids. That’s why some 
grown-ups are so obsessed with catching them.” 

“Very good, and ‘oo can tell me abaht their special abilities?” 
This time, he pointed to a kid sitting in the front row. 
“Danny, can ya tell us?” 
The kid didn’t look at all excited to be picked, and he 

fidgeted as he tried to come up with the answer. “Um… they eat 
socks?” he offered. 

“No!” bellowed Badawor. “That’s monsters-under-the-bed, 
ya nit!  

Danny cowered, but the professor wasn’t done with him. 
“Class, wot ‘appens if you go mixin’ up yer monsters?” 
The class recited in unison, “make a mistake, monsters will 

take. If you don’t learn, you’ll never return.”  
“That’s right,” Professor Badawor with a knowing nod. “Ya 

make a mistake in the field and ya might not make it home. Now, 
‘oo can tell me abaht snipes’ abilities?” 

Cecilia confidently answered, “snipes are expert thieves, 
invisible unless you shine a flashlight on them, and they can escape 
from anywhere except a burlap bag.”  

“Quite right, Ceci. Ya try and keep a snipe in a cage and it’ll 
be gone faster than ya can blink. We lost a hundred and twenty-
five of ‘em ‘fore we figured that out.” 

Tristan looked to Cecilia, impressed. “You must be really 
smart to remember all that stuff,” he said.  

Cecilia didn’t say anything, because talking in class could get 
your name written on the board. But she did smile, pleased that 
someone finally recognized her brilliance.  
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Hovering 1,700 feet above Lombard street, Team 42 took a 

moment to kick back, enjoy a quick snack, and watch the fireworks 
over the baseball stadium.  

As sparks of color and flashes of brilliant light lit up the night 
sky, Charlie popped a couple of roasted Brussel sprouts into his 
mouth. Turning to Wesley, he asked, “think he’ll make it?”  

“Who’ll make what?” 
“Tristan, the yo-yo kid. You think he’ll make it through 

training?” 
“Maybe,” said Wesley enjoying a cinnamon asparagus stick.20  

“If B.B. doesn’t kill him first." 
“Poor kid,” added Orion from his pilot’s seat. “Six months 

of sitting in a chair? I don’t think I could do it again.” 
“All you do is sit in a chair,” Charlie reminded him.  
“Yeah, but my chair goes mock 3.7.” 
Charlie had to admit that was a pretty good point, luckily the 

radio started to crackle before he had to admit as much. 
“Base to Raft 4-2. Come in 4-2.” 
Orion sat up in his chair and clicked on the radio.  
“This is 4-2, go ahead Base.” 
“4-2 we’ve registered a portal cracklin’ at 8-5-7 MacArthur. 

No bogie’s so far, can you respond?”  
                                                
20 Some of you might be wondering why two red-blooded, American 
pre-teens would choose to eat Brussel sprouts and asparagus, rather than 
something less awful – like maybe candy or chips. Well, there’s two very 
good reasons: 1) KIDS agents must be in top physical shape and 
vegetables are good for you; and 2) the brilliant cooks at the KIDS 
Kitchen created genetically altered vegetables that taste incredible. 
KIDS’ Asparagus tastes like candy canes, and KIDS’ Brussel sprouts 
taste like roasted marshmallows. The innovation has done wonder for 
agent’s grades in gym class. 
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“10-4 Base, we’re 49 to MacArthur.” 
I should take a moment here and explain how KIDS agents 

patrol for monsters. You may have been wondering how a few 
dozen Rafts could possibly protect kids all over the world. The 
truth is, they can’t. I mean, it’s not like they’re Santa Claus.21 Which 
is why there are 24 different KIDS bases scattered throughout the 
world, each responsible for a specific region. The San Francisco 
Bay Area is where the Squad first started, but there are now 6 bases 
in North America, 3 in South America, 3 in Europe, 4 in Africa, 1 
in Australia, and 7 in Asia. Agents at each base are outfitted and 
trained to fight threats unique to their region.22   

Even with so many bases, there is a lot of ground to cover 
and a lot of kids to protect. Luckily, Rafts can deliver a response 
team to any site in their 300-mile patrol zone within 6 minutes. 
KIDS bases also utilize the Bad Guy Early Detection System,23 
which can detect the use of magical energy within 1,200 miles. 
With these technologies, KIDS agents achieve an 87% threat 
neutralization rate.  

Still, there are just barely enough agents to go around. Which 
is why the Squad can’t afford to have more than one Raft respond 
to any call. One monster, one team. It’s Rule #4 in the Handbook, 
right after the Rule about not drinking the Raft fuel.  

Imagine Team 42’s surprise when they arrived at their call to 
see a Raft already parked outside the window.  

“Hey knuckle draggers,” Julia chided from Raft 26’s open 
door. “What do you want?” 

                                                
21 What R & D would give to get a hold of Santa’s delivery technology! 
22 For instance, Mexico City must deal with a particularly nasty pack of 
chupacabra, and Beijing is up to its eyeballs in dragons. For a complete 
list of KIDS bases, their staffing levels, and the principal threats they 
deal with, see Appendix H of the KIDS handbook. 
23 Lacking a catchy acronym for the Bad Guy Early Detection System, 
they just called it Frank. 
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Sitting in the jump seat behind Julia, Alora was suiting up for 
battle. “You come to cheat me out of this catch like you cheated 
me out of that Big Boy?” 

Charlie leaned out the door, dead set on defending his friend 
from such an accusation.  “Wesley beat you fair and square, egg 
face.” 

Julia shot Charlie a dark grin. “Aw, Charlie, you adorable 
muffin, did you miss me?” she asked, blowing him a kiss. Charlie 
made a sound like, “yeep!” and tucked back into the safety of the 
Raft. He would take a bullet for Wesley, but his bravery waned at 
the threat of cooties. He wasn’t sure he could survive another 
attack.  

“We were assigned the call, Alora. Take it up with 
headquarters.” Wesley said as he prepared to go in.  

“Nice try, Wesley, but we got the call and we’re taking it.” 
With a sigh, Wesley turned to Orion. “Can you check with 

Lucas, see what’s going on?” 
Orion obliged, picking up the radio.  
“Raft 4-2 to Base, come in Base” 
“Go for Base” 
“Base, we’re 98 at MacArthur Ave, are we clear for entry?” 
“Affirmative 4-2, mission is go.” 
Wesley shot Alora an I-told-you-so look. Steaming mad, she 

darted for her radio. 
“Base this is 2-6, we’re also 98 at MacArthur. What the heck, 

Lucas? You told us to respond!” 
“Affirmative, 2-6 your mission is a go.” 
Wesley ducked into the Raft and snatched the radio from 

Orion.  
“Lucas, you twit, you can’t give us both a go for the same 

mission.” 
“It’s not the same mission, 4-2.” 
“We’re both at the same house!” 
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“Which has multiple rooms, doesn’t it?” an exasperated 
Lucas asked, not waiting for an answer. “There are two portals 
detected, in two rooms, belonging to two kids. Maybe if you used 
the fancy equipment we supplied you with rather than spending all 
night insulting your hard-working dispatcher then you would 
know that. Geez.” 

Wesley looked to Charlie who checked his monitor. “He’s 
right. Two signatures.” 

Alora looked to Sasha, who nodded in agreement before 
seeing something pop up on her screen that raised her alarm. 
“Meanie’s are coming through the portals. You gotta go. Now!” 

Alora and Wesley shared a pair of looks. The first seemed to 
ask, “what in the world is going on?” The second seemed to say, 
“oh who cares, first one back wins.” 

Simultaneously, they leapt into their windows.  
Popping up from a shoulder roll, Alora snatched the 

ThumpRope from its holster. She gave a quick scan of the room, 
but saw nothing. Keeping a keen eye out for movement she clicked 
the radio on her WatchieTalkie.  

“Sasha, I’m not seeing anything, can you give me some 
intel?” 

“It’s still in there, but I’m having a hard time getting a firm 
location.” Sasha replied through Alora’s earpiece.  

“Go away,” said a gruff voice from a dark corner. 
“Yeah, get out of here before you get eaten up,” said another 

voice from under the bed. 
“We’ve got you surrounded,” said a creepy voice inches from 

her ear.  
Alora dove and rolled toward the center of the room. 

Jumping to her feet she turned back to where she heard the last 
voice, but there was nothing there.  

“Sasha?” she said into the radio. “Are you still showing only 
one signature?” 
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“Yeah.” 
Alora sighed, “Ugh, I think I got a Lil’ Greenie in here with 

me. These things are the worst.” 
“No, we’re not, we’re awesome” argued a voice that sounded 

like it was coming from the ceiling. Alora ignored it and went over 
to the bed, where a terrified five-year-old girl peeked out from 
under the comforter.  

“Hi there,” Alora said sweetly to the girl. “I know you’re 
scared, but I’m here to help. Did you see where the stinky old 
monster is hiding?” 

The girl nodded meekly and pointed to a pile of stuffed 
animals in the corner. Among the teddy bears and stuffed dogs and 
hippopotami there was something that didn’t quite fit – a stuffy 
with green-grey fur, a crooked smile filled with pointy broken 
teeth, and a short horn on its head.  

“Don’t listen to her,” said a voice from the desk lamp. 
“Maybe she’s the monster.” 

“Yeah,” said the toy chest. “You should take her and go.” 
Alora ignored the voices and grabbed something from a 

pouch on her back. It looked like one of those toys with a little ball 
attached to a paddle by rubber string. She tossed the ball a couple 
of times in the air before hitting hard with the paddle. The ball flew 
across the room and smacked the be-horned stuffy right in the 
nose before being yanked back toward Alora, who deftly caught it.  

“OW!” said the not-really-a-stuffy as it rubbed it’s hurt nose. 
It stood up from the pile revealing that it was really a small 
Bogeyman, maybe 3 feet tall. “You’ll pay for that, you brat.” 

“I somehow doubt that,” replied Alora with a smirk. She 
stowed the Paddle and, with a smooth flick of her wrist, sent the 
weighted handle of her ThumpRope soaring toward the Greenie. 
The Greenie was fast though, and ducked out of the way. The rope 
zipped past its ear and wrapped itself around knob of the bedroom 
door instead, tight enough that Alora couldn’t pull it back.  
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“Ha,” sneered the bogeyman, “you missed.” 
Alora offered a sneer of her own, “I never miss.” 
Alora launched the other handle. The Greenie bolted for the 

closet as Alora’s ThumpRope hit its target. In a flash, the little 
beast was in the closet and through the portal, safely back in the 
bogey-realm.  

Or at least it would have been, had Alora’s ThumpRope not 
been securely anchored to the door knob. Alora calmly walked 
over to the taut rope. It stretched from the bedroom door all the 
way into the closet, where it seemed to disappear into thin air.  

“Sasha, can you send me a hook?” she called into her 
WatchieTalkie. Coming to the rope, Alora braced a foot against 
the wall and heaved. Slowly, it began to give. She kept pulling on 
the rope until she got to the end, still attached to the little 
bogeyman’s ankle.  

 
Back on Raft 26, with the Greenie safely locked away in a 

pod, Alora was thrilled to find she had won. She beat Wesley. She 
couldn’t believe it. She spent the next few minutes trying to figure 
out the perfect pose she wanted to be in when Wesley finally came 
out. She finally picked “sitting at the jump door with one leg 
dangling out, all casual-like.” That would really rub it in. 

When Wesley finally come out, he looked beaten up and 
exhausted. More importantly, he hadn’t even retrieved the 
bogeyman. Could it be that the great Wesley was bested in combat? 
Alora half hoped so.  

“What’s the matter, old man?” she taunted. “Did the mean 
old bogeyman get away?” 

Wesley took a minute to catch his breath before answering. 
“Nah,” he said. “Just had a bit of a hard time getting him out.” 

“Well, either way, I won.” 
Wesley offered a tired smile. “I must admit, you were faster 

than me, Alora. And it was a Greenie, I see. Those guys are tricky.” 
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Alora could hardly keep herself from screaming with joy. She 
had finally beat him. She beat the mighty Wesley, the best-of-the-
best, with his perfect record and his confident smile and his 
piercing green eyes and… and um…  

She shook off the thought. She had won, and that was what 
was important.  

“Give it some gas, Orion,” said Wesley. Orion obliged and 
the rope going into the bedroom tautened and stretched. With a 
lurch the Raft pulled forward a few feet before coming to a stop 
with a loud THUMP that drew everyone’s attention to the 
bedroom window. The window appeared to be absolutely 
overflowing with blue fur.  

Orion gave it more gas, even giving a quick burst of 
afterburners. More and more fur seemed to pour out of the 
window, a puff ball getting bigger and bigger. Finally, with a loud 
POP the biggest, fattest Big Boy anyone had ever seen came 
tumbling out the window. Too big for a BogPod, it dangled from 
a rope from the back of the Raft.  

Sasha’s jaw dropped. “Wow!” she exclaimed. “That’s got to 
be the biggest bogeyman anyone’s ever seen. That’s a record for 
sure!” 

“Ya’ think?” replied Wesley. “Huh. You know you’re 
probably right. But hey, again Alora, congratulations on the win.” 
He gave her a sly wink before RAFT 42 blasted off into the sky, 
record setting catch in tow.  

Alora’s eye twitched as she watched Wesley’s Raft 
disappearing into the night. She did her very best to not say the 
kinds of words that would get her mouth washed out with soap.  

Rumor has it, she failed spectacularly. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 9 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dust Bunnies of Death 
 

Tristan landed flat on his back.  
Hard. 
Again.  
“Class, wot was Tristan’s mistake?” asked Sensei Badawor as 

he stood looming over the six-year-old.  
Tristan was getting a bit sick of it. He had been at the Squad 

for two whole weeks and hadn’t done even one cool thing. Half 
his time he spent learning stuff about creatures he never got to see. 
The other half he spent learning the KIDS’ signature brand of 
martial art, called Kung Pow.24 He thought maybe that would be 
cool, but he was wrong. Usually the class only fought the air, which 

                                                
24 Kung Pow is a technique developed by the Squad that borrows 
elements of Taekwondo, Judo, and Jujitsu. It’s especially useful for 
fighting stronger, faster, and dumber opponents. You might think that it 
was named after the delicious Chinese dish, but it wasn’t. In fact, Kung 
Pow chicken was actually invented by a former-KIDS-agent-turned-chef 
(though he couldn’t seem to recall how he came up with the name). 
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was stupid ‘cause air can’t fight back. And when he wasn’t fighting 
the air, he had to fight Sensei Badawor, which wasn’t fair since he 
was twice Tristan’s size. 

The rest of the class stood at attention along the side of the 
arena, their hands all raised to answer the Sensei’s question. 
Badawor pointed to a shorter boy with a magnificent pony tail. 

“Caleb, can ya point out the flaw in ‘is technique?” 
Caleb took a step forward and clapped his hand tight to his 

sides. “Yes, Sensei!” he replied. “The recruit is too aggressive. He 
is trying to over-power a more powerful opponent.” 

I’ll show him more powerful, thought Tristan. He slammed his 
hand against the ground and popped up. With a battle cry, he 
charged in. Tristan planned to launch his offensive with a side kick, 
then hit Badawor with a reverse spinning jump kick. Once he was 
stunned, Tristan figured he could get behind Badawor and put him 
in a figure-four hold until he tapped out.  

It was a good plan. But it’s not what happened.  
This is what happened: 
Badawor, his hands held behind his back, didn’t even bother 

to look at the rampaging first-grader as he charged. Tristan threw 
out an impressive, vicious sidekick, just as planned, but it never hit. 
Badawor just spun gracefully, pirouetting until he stood directly in 
front of the recruit, too close for his attacker to get any power 
behind a strike. Undeterred, Tristan shoved off his sensei and leapt 
in the air, delivering a textbook spinning reverse kick. But by the 
time his foot reached its target, the target wasn’t there anymore. 
His hands still clasped behind his back, Badawor had ducked the 
kick. Just as Tristan’s foot touched the ground from his leap, 
Badawor’s was there to meet it, sweeping the recruit’s leg out from 
under him. Tristan found himself flat on his back, gasping for air, 
looking up at the ceiling. Again. 

“Wot else ‘e doin’?” Sensei asked the Class before pointing 
to Cecilia to answer. 
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“He’s trying to pre-plan his attack,” said Cecilia, “rather than 
responding to the actions of his opponent.” 

“Do ya agree, class?” 
“Yes, Sensei,” they answered in unison.  
The Sensei thing also bugged Tristan. In class, they all had 

to call him “Professor Badawor,” in training it was “Sensei 
Badawor,” and outside of class it was “Senior Agent Badawor.” 
What kind of person is that obsessed with titles? It was like he 
needed to be constantly assured that everyone respected him.  

The thought gave Tristan an idea.  
“Right, that’s all for today,” Badawor announced, “let’s take 

a ten-minute break.” 
 “I’m not done with you yet, Badawor,” Tristan said, dusting 

himself off as he stood.  
 “That’s Sensei Badawor to you, recruit.” 
“Yeah, right. More like Booger Brain Badawor.” 
A hush fell over the class as they silently maneuvered for a 

better view. No one had ever been crazy enough to insult the 
Sensei before, and everyone was curious as to what technique he 
would use to murder Tristan. 

“That’s it, ya tiny tosser,” Badawor responded through 
clenched teeth, “yer name’s goin’ right up on the board.”  

“Ooh, I’m so scared,” Tristan mocked. “Professor Barf 
Breath is going to put my name on a dumb ol’ board.” 

Sensei Badawor stomped toward Tristan, eyes bulging with 
rage. “That’s a circle, ya daft nit, ya wanna see wot ‘appens next?” 

Tristan didn’t let up. “Oh, I’m sorry,” he said, “I couldn’t 
understand you wot wif the stupid way ya talk.” 

Badawor leaned down inches from Tristan’s face. “Go 
ahead,” he said with a hard poke to Tristan’s chest.  

“Say…” 
Poke. 
“One…” 
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Poke. 
“More…” 
Poke. 
“WORD.” 
As Badawor moved to deliver a final poke, Tristan sprang 

his trap. He snatched Badawor’s finger and gave it a painful twist. 
With a yank, Tristan spun his Sensei around by the finger and 
tossed him over his shoulder. Badawor came down crashing into 
an equipment rack.  

For a long moment, no one moved. No one spoke. Danny 
forgot to breathe and passed straight out. When he did, no one 
bothered to catch him. They were all too terrified. 

Then it happened.  
Badawor started laughing. It started as a chuckle and grew 

into a howl.  
“Good show,” Badawor bellowed as he tried to free himself 

from the equipment rack. “Bloody good show! Did you clock 
wot ’e did there, class? Tristan went and used me own anger ag’inst 
me. He got me good and riled up and caught me off guard. Now 
that is how you beat a stronger, faster opponent. Just bloody 
brilliant!” 

 
From above the Arena, Wesley watched with a smirk as the 

class below gathered to free Badawor from the equipment rack.  
“The kid’s a fast learner,” said Alora from over his shoulder. 
“So, you’re talking to me again?” he asked without turning 

around.  
 “Yeah, well, I thought about the other night,” she said. 

“First off, record-setting bogeyman or not, I won and you lost. I 
wouldn’t want to be a sore winner. Second, something’s been 
bugging me. The chances of two attacks in the same house in the 
same night are what? A million to one? But two attacks at the same 
exact time? That can’t be a coincidence.” 
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“Yeah, I’ve been thinking the same thing. It’s almost like 
these attacks are coordinated.” 

“But bogeymen don’t do that.” 
“Maybe something’s changed.” 
Alora cringed at the thought. If the bogeymen were really 

coordinating, well… that would be an incredibly dangerous 
development. “Should we go talk to Dogie?” she asked.  

“Not yet,” replied Wesley pensively. “You know Dogie, he 
doesn’t think bogeymen are capable of change. If we’re going to 
convince him we’re going to need some strong evidence. I have a 
couple of sources I can talk to, maybe find out some information.” 

“There’s a gnome that owes me a favor,” offered Alora. “I 
can see what he’s heard.” 

“Good, and I’ll check my sources. Let’s keep this between 
us until we figure things out. We don’t want to start a panic in the 
Squad.” 

“Got it,” she said before taking off toward the exit.  
“Alora,” Wesley called after her. “You know it’s kinda’ cool, 

us working together.”  
She paused, but didn’t turn around.  
“For you maybe,” she replied, her breezy tone desperately 

working to conceal the blush blooming in her cheeks. She walked 
away before he could see.  

He couldn’t see, right? 
 

 
  
It was a stroke of luck that the house was empty. That made 

the whole thing a lot easier. If it weren’t for his cousin’s family 
being away at Grandma Lacian’s 73rd birthday, then Wesley 
would’ve needed permission to spend the night. That would have 
been a disaster. He would have had to put up with Uncle James’s 
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bad jokes and, even worse, Aunt Marie’s Rutabaga Surprise.25 Then 
he would have had to figure out a way to get cousin Robbie out of 
the bedroom – probably by telling him ghost stories ‘til he got 
scared and went to sleep with his parents.  

It wouldn’t be the first time he had used that trick.  
In fact, that’s what led him to become an agent in the first 

place. One night, when he was 6-years-old, Wesley was sleeping 
over. Or, at least he was over, there wasn’t much sleeping going 
with Robbie’s snoring. He solved the problem by waking up his 
cousin and telling him the story of the Tombstone Terror, which 
sent the then-4-year-old running to mommy. Sure, it was a jerk 
move, but it gave Wesley a quiet bed all to himself.  

Well, except for the monster that lived under it.  
That night, Wesley experienced his first encounter with a 

supernatural creature when he was grabbed by a hungry monster-
under-the-bed. Eight minutes later, a KIDS agent named Tommy 
arrived on the scene prepared to fight.26  To Tommy’s surprise, he 
found Wesley sitting with the monster, sharing a laugh about 
Robbie’s terrible snoring.  

It turned out that, contrary to the commonly accepted belief 
at the time, monsters-under-the-bed weren’t trying to eat kids. 
They just wanted their socks. To a monster-under-the-bed a 
sweaty sock is the most delicious delicacy in the world, and the 
smellier the better. As for those unfortunate instances where a toe 
or two was eaten, that was almost always due to an overly-zealous, 
half-starved monster that couldn’t wait to get the sock off before 
munching on it.  

                                                
25 Unlike the cooks at the Squad, Aunt Marie didn’t use modified 
vegetables. She used old stinky ones that tasted like dirt and sadness. 
26 Back then the Squad was still fueling their Rafts with Hot Lava, as The 
Juice hadn’t yet been invented. Hence why the response time was a bit 
slower than would be acceptable with today’s technology. 
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Wesley discovered this because he was a curious and 
incredibly courageous young kid. When the monster grabbed him, 
Wesley quickly managed to squirm out of his grasp, but rather than 
run away or attack it, he tried to learn more about it. Luring it out 
of the bed with one of Robbie’s socks, Wesley had a talk with the 
monster.27 Agent Tommy was so impressed, he brought young 
Wesley back to the base and convinced Dogie to bring him on as 
a recruit.  

Over the years, Wesley had made a point of paying a visit to 
the monster-under-the-bed (Dustin was his name) whenever he 
visited Robbie. It had been quite a while since his last visit, though, 
and he was now having a bit of trouble getting Dustin to come out 
and chat.  

Laying out on Robbie’s Paw Patrol comforter, Wesley hung 
his head over the edge of the bed and peered into the darkness 
underneath. 

“Heya’, Dustin,” Wesley said, trying to coax him out. “Don’t 
you want to see your old pal, Wesley?” All he could see were dust 
bunnies, those little balls of dust and pet fur that always seem to 
gather under furniture. And the dust bunnies didn’t seem to be 
interested in replying. 

“C’mon, bud,” he continued. “I’m alone. I’m unarmed. 
Don’t you miss me?” 

Nothing. No response. Wesley sighed heavily. He had hoped 
it wouldn’t have to come down to bribery. Reaching into his 
pocket, Wesley pulled out a plastic sandwich bag. Holding his 
breath, he opened the bag and removed two damp, disgusting 
socks, then laid them on the ground near the bed.  

                                                
27 That talk became known as the Great Sock Summit, and laid the 
groundwork for an eventual treaty between the KIDS and the monsters-
under-the-bed. Under the treaty, KIDS agents left monsters-under-the-
bed alone so long as the monsters ate no more than three socks a month, 
and only socks that weren’t currently on kids’ feet. 
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“I brought you something,” he announced, trying not to 
breath in. 

Under the bed, something started to happen. A few of the 
dust bunnies rolled together, near the edge of the bed. They 
combined into a shape resembling a toothless mouth.  

“Are they fresh?” asked the mouth gruffly. 
“Worn just this morning.” 
The dusty lips of the mouth pursed together as if considering 

its options. “How stinky are they?” 
“They’ve been worn every day at gym class for two months. 

Haven’t been washed once.” 
The mouth quivered in anticipation. “Oooohhh, you always 

knew my weakness,” it said with a hint of irritation. Dust bunnies 
began to roll in from every corner of the bed, combining with the 
mouth and getting bigger and bigger, then they started to roll out 
from under the dresser and the desk, until a massive grey blob of 
dust and fur squeezed out from the bed.  

“Hey there, Dustin,” Wesley said with a smile. 
There wasn’t much to Dustin the monster, just a dingy 

mound with two arms and a large, floppy mouth. Still, he somehow 
managed to ooze attitude.  

“What do you want, agent?” Dustin asked with disdain as he 
scooped up and scarfed down the socks. He had never tasted such 
a delectable treat, and for a moment he forgot he was supposed to 
be a grumpy, mean-spirited monster. “Oh man, those are good.” 

“I need some information. Something strange is going on 
with the bogeymen. I need to know what’s behind it.” 

Dustin snorted dismissively and plopped down against the 
closet door. “It’s your fault you know,” he said, seeming to regain 
his grumpiness. “Keeping us to three socks a month, it’s 
inhumane. Makes us weak. Used to be no bogeyman would dare 
trespass in a room we claimed. Now, look at us.” Dustin shook an 
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arm back and forth, dust shedding off, falling like snow to the 
carpet. “I’m barely holding myself together.” 

Wesley didn’t like seeing Dustin so dispirited. “Maybe we 
can rework the treaty, perhaps allow a fourth sock, or maybe a 
yearly t-shirt. But for now, what can you tell me about the 
bogeymen?” 

“Word is, they been rallying behind some new Big Boss, 
giving ‘em all kinds of ideas about a great uprising, a plan to push 
all the other monsters out.” 

“Anyone try to push you out?” 
“Not me, not yet. Ain’t none had the guts to try. But I hear 

‘em whispering in the closet, plotting. They’ll test me soon enough. 
I just hope I’m still strong enough to give ‘em a fight.” 

“You heard more than one? Like working together? Are you 
sure?” 

“Yeah, I’m sure,” said Dustin indignantly. “I may be just a 
molecularly reconstituted blob of dust and dander, but I’m not 
dumb. There was conversatin’ going on, of a plottin’ nature.” 

“Thanks, Dustin. I’ve got to run, but I’ll come back and see 
you soon.”  

“Yeah, I kind of doubt that,” Dustin said, his body drooping 
to match the gloomy tone of his voice.  

“Hey, since when have I lied to you?” 
“Never lied. No, never lied. You were always one of the good 

ones,” he said turning to face Wesley. “Maybe the only good one. 
But you are getting older. The change is coming, I can sense it. 
Won’t be long until you forget all about us creepy-crawlies.” 

“Eh, I’ll be around a while yet. I’m a late bloomer” he said 
jokingly, though his voice cracked a little as he said it. Wesley 
started for the window before turning back when he remembered 
to say, “oh, and you have to stop tickling Robbie in his sleep, 
you’re driving the kid nuts.” 

“Well, his snoring is driving me nuts!” Dustin countered.  
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Wesley laughed and hopped onto the window sill before 
turning back to say goodbye.  

“See ya round, big guy.” 
“I hope so, Agent Wesley.” 
With that, Dustin stuck his filthy thumb in his giant dusty 

mouth. His cheeks puffed out as he blew them full of air until, 
finally, he exploded into a hundred little dust bunnies, which rolled 
back under the furniture.  

Wesley took one last look around the room.  
“Bye, Dustin.” 
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The Great Sock Summit  
 
BACKGROUND:  
 
Prior to the Summit, it was largely assumed that monsters-
under-the-bed were evil creatures, and that the only way to deal 
was them was to capture them and lock them up like the 
bogeymen. This was a sensible assumption given that they 
collectively ate an average of 275 children’s toes a year. But 
even sensible assumptions can sometimes be wrong. An Agent 
by the name of Wesley Walsh took it upon himself to talk to one 
of the monsters, and learned they might not be so evil after all.  
 
NEGOTIATIONS:   
 
Talks stalled at first, with the monsters-under-the-bed 
demanding at least four socks a week and a shoe a month. This 
was, of course, completely out of the question, as parents would 
surely notice so much missing footwear. With negotiations in 
danger of falling apart, the Squad’s representative shifted the 
discussion from quantity to quality, offering a guarantee of 
superior stinkiness. The tactic worked, and the monsters soon 
agreed to a more palatable three socks a month.  
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AFTERMATH: 
 
It takes time for attitudes to change, and the treaty between the 
Squad and the monsters-under-the-bed is a fragile one. 
However, there have been some encouraging developments. Toe 
chompings have dropped to less than five a year, and monsters-
under-the-bed have proven to be excellent deterrents to 
bogeyman attacks. Best of all, with Agents no longer needing to 
spend time chasing down and capturing monsters-under-the-
bed, they have more time to focus on other threats.  
 
Of course, there are always downsides to every compromise. To 
ensure an adequate level of sock stinkiness, the Squad had to 
sneakily convince school boards to increase the amount of 
running kids had to do in PE class. So, next time you have to run 
laps in PE, you can blame the Squad.  
 
 But, hey, at least you still have all your toes, right?  
 
LESSON LEARNED:  
 
Just because something has always been done one way, that 
doesn’t mean it’s the best way. Don’t be afraid to get creative. 





 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 10 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Gauntlet 
 

“Happy Birthday to yoooooouuuuuuu!” 
Orion made sure to hold the last note long after all the other 

agents had stopped singing. While impressed with his lung 
capacity, Charlie was eventually forced to elbow Orion in the ribs 
to make him stop. Charlie was not typically a violent kid, but darn 
it, Orion was delaying the eating of cake.  

Once the song was done, Wesley blew out the candles to a 
round of enthusiastic applause. He tried to put on a grateful, happy 
face, but Dustin’s comments from earlier in the week had been 
nagging at him. A celebration to remind Wesley of how old he was 
didn’t help.  

“Congratulations, old man,” said Charlie with a cheerful slap 
on the back. “We don’t get to see too many 13th birthdays around 
here.”  

Wesley winced. He knew Charlie meant well, so he forced a 
smile.  
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Lost in thought, Wesley hadn’t realized that Alora had 
saddled up beside him. 

“Can a girl get a picture with the legendary Wesley?” 
“Uh, sure,” he replied, not entirely present in the moment. 
Alora beckoned to Logan, who was nearby taking pictures of 

the event with an old-fashioned, film camera, a habit he had picked 
up in the interests of “preserving the historical record.” 

“Come get a picture of us,” Alora directed, as she threw an 
arm around the birthday boy. Suddenly, Wesley found himself very 
present, and very aware. Aware of the soft arm draped across his 
shoulder, aware of the lavender-scented auburn hair tickling his 
cheek, aware of Alora. As he tried to wrap his mind around this 
new and  terrifying feeling, the flash of the camera went off.28 

“Send me that, will you, Logan?” Alora asked. “I want to 
remember what ugly looks like when he’s gone.”  

Alora gave Wesley a playful pinch as Julia and Sasha laughed 
hardily at the barb. Charlie wasn’t about to stand to see his best 
friend insulted like that, on his birthday of all days. He stomped 
over and waved away the still giggling girls.  

“Off with you devil women. We don’t need your 
botherations!” 

Alora gave Wesley a wink, as she strutted off with Julia and 
Sasha. Wesley watched her leave, his mind racing. Soon, though, 
he became aware of another arm draped across him. Except this 
arm wasn’t soft. And the hair inches away smelled less like lavender 
and more like it hadn’t been washed in a week. And the mouth 
covered his ear with spit and frosting as it talked. 

                                                
28 Thanks to the Forgetting, when he looked back on the picture years 
later, Wesley wouldn’t be able recall where the picture was taken, or why. 
But he wouldn’t forget the girl, not ever. Never her. And whenever he 
looked at it, he’d smile, shaking his head at the dumb kid who was too 
naïve to recognize the crush he was developing. 
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“Hey birthday boy, you going to come watch the 
entertainment?” Orion asked between mouthfuls of birthday cake.    

“What entertainment?” 
Orion tried to answer, but found his mouth to be 

overstuffed, so Charlie jumped in with the assist. “Rookie’s going 
to try his hand at the Gauntlet,” he said. 

Orion pointed to Charlie, touched his nose and gave a 
thumbs up, signaling that Charlie was right. That was exactly the 
type of entertainment he was talking about. 

Wesley was a bit taken aback. “Tristan?! Kid’s only been here 
a month. Is he crazy?” 

“Yeah, probably,” said Orion after managing to swallow his 
last bite of cake. “Let’s hurry up and get there before the stretcher 
comes for his corpse.” 

Above the cafeteria, behind the frosted panel of glass that 
separated him from his agents, Mr. Dogie sighed as he watched 
Team 42 hustle off to the Arena. There was a conversation he had 
been avoiding. He realized he couldn’t avoid it any longer.  

It was time.  
 

By the time Wesley, Charlie, and Orion made it to the arena, 
just about all the good spots were taken. Luckily, being senior 
agent came with certain benefits. Orion walked over to two well-
positioned agents and tapped them on the shoulder. Both were 
large for 11-year-olds, towering over Orion. 

 “What do you want, squirt?” said the bigger of the two, not 
appearing keen on giving up his place. 

Orion didn’t bother to say anything. He just shot them his 
patented raised eyebrow and jerked a thumb toward Wesley, who 
was standing behind him. Both agents’ eyes widened and they 
immediately stepped aside.  

“We were just keeping the spot warm for you, Wesley,” said 
the big guy. They weren’t about to mess with the agent that 
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singlehandedly caught the biggest bogeyman in the history of the 
Squad.29  

Orion, and Charlie took the open spots at the rail, with 
Wesley standing just behind, looking over his teammates’ 
shoulders. For the big event, The Grand Arena had been 
transformed into a sinister obstacle course meant to replicate some 
of the threats agents faced in the field, with a few especially 
unpleasant bits thrown in just for fun.  

From a perch on the opposite side of the arena from Wesley, 
Logan took the role of master of ceremonies. “Ladies and 
gentlemen, toys and squirrels,” he announced into an over-sized 
microphone. “Welcome to the most amusing of spectator 
sports… the GAUNTLET! Now, let’s hear it for your magnificent 
monsters of mayhem!” 

The crowd erupted in applause as twenty agents, dressed as 
a variety of mythical creatures, trotted out and gathered in the 
center of the arena. The motley crew of bogeymen, gnomes, 
sasquatch,30 and monsters-under-the-bed gave a wave to the 
enthusiastic crowd, before dispersing to positions throughout the 
course.  

“And what would a Gauntlet be without our brave victims… 
er… I mean competitors!” 

A spotlight directed the audience’s attention to the far end 
of the arena, where six nervous young recruits stood waiting for 
their chance to have a go at the legendary gauntlet. Well, five 
nervous recruits and Tristan, who wasn’t nervous at all, just 
horribly impatient.  

                                                
29 Which is funny, because despite being a menace to bogeymen, Wesley 
never had a mean thing to say to his fellow agents, and certainly wouldn’t 
push anyone out of their spot. He was no bully. But, I mean, if they were 
offering? It would be rude not to accept. 
30 Technically, each sasquatch was two agents, one sitting on the other’s 
shoulders. 
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“Can we go already? I want to get my Raft” he declared with 
no one really paying him much attention. When no one gave him 
an answer, Tristan shrugged and decided in was time to test out 
his new TechVest contraption. They hadn’t yet covered TechVests 
in training, and Range Master Badawor (as he insisted they called 
him at the weapons range) strongly warned against Tristan entering 
the Gauntlet without at least being trained in vest basics. But there 
wasn’t another Gauntlet for six months, and he wasn’t about to 
wait that long.  

Tristan flicked his right hand open like he had watched 
Wesley do. The inflator on his palm grabbed the little ball that fell 
from a tube running down Tristan’s arm. With a waggle of his 
pinky an needle stabbed the ball and inflated it to a full-sized 
dodgeball in the blink of an eye. Seemed easy enough. Tristan let 
the ball drop, and kicked it away to the side of the arena.   

Back at his perch, Logan gestured for the crowd to quiet 
down. “Now for the boring, but important part: the reading of 
rules,” he announced as the crowd groaned. “Rule 1: don’t get out. 
That concludes the reading of the rules.” 

“Ugh, I hate that part,” Orion said to Charlie.  
“Yeah,” agreed Charlie. “It takes forever.” 
Back in the arena, Tristan noticed the other recruits standing 

in a line and figured he should probably join them. Alongside 
Cecilia, Danny, and Caleb, there were two agents he had only seen 
around the cafeteria, Noah and Emma. Tristan still wasn’t quite 
clear on the rules of the Gauntlet, so he stepped up beside Cecilia 
and whispered, “so how do you get ‘out’”?  

“Didn’t you read the instructions?” she said, appalled. 
“Well, obviously, I didn’t.” 
Cecilia rolled her eyes, but took pity on him. “If you get hit 

by a dodge ball or grabbed by a monster you’re out.” 
“Cool. See you at the finish line.” 
“Ha, I doubt it. Most don’t make it past the second stage.” 
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Tristan patted her on the back encouragingly. “Hey, don’t be 
so hard on yourself. I’m sure you’ll do great.,”  

“That’s not… I didn’t mean… you’re the one who...” Cecilia 
sputtered, so flustered she couldn’t quite get the words out. She 
may have kept stammering for another ten minutes had Logan not 
mercifully interrupted.  

“Recruits! Are. You. Ready?” 
“Yeah!” They shouted in unison.  
Logan shook his head at the oblivious rookie, but kept going. 

“Monsters are you ready?” 
“Ho!” shouted the costumed agents.  
“Then let the games begin!” 
A horn blew and the crowd hooted and hollered  
Confused, the recruits looked at each other. “So, are we 

going?” Danny asked.  
Whomp! He got his answer in the form of a dodgeball to the 

face.  
“And Danny is out!” boomed the announcer. “Less than two 

seconds. That’s got be a record.” 
The rest of the recruits took the hint and charged into the 

field. The first stage was The Schoolyard, a 40-yards-long 
playground of slides, swings, monkey-bar bridges, and towers. 
Emma sprang up a rock wall and leapt to a high wire, which she 
swung along with amazing speed. Caleb climbed a ladder to the 
nearest tower and slid down a rail to a merry-go-round. Cecilia 
went for the stairs, but met an agent dressed as a bogeyman. 
Without hesitating, she threw a dodgeball underhand, hitting the 
bogey-agent right in the head, shattering his horn.   

“And thanks to Cecilia, the recruits pick up a victory,” 
announced Logan. “That’s one bogeyman down!” 

As Noah flung himself across the monkey bars, Tristan ran 
up a slide and to a support beam anchored to the next tower. As 
Tristan ran across the beam, Noah leapt from the end of monkey 
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bars and landed precariously on a seesaw. He paused for a 
moment, wavering back and forth as he tried to catch his balance.  

“Hi,” said a bogey-agent standing on a tower above Noah. 
The bogey-agent jumped down onto the other side of the seesaw, 
sending Noah screaming through the air.  

Luckily, Noah landed right on a trampoline. In one fluid 
move, he recovered, bounced high in the air, inflated a dodgeball, 
and threw it seemingly without aiming. It made a perfect beeline 
towards the seesaw he had just left, taking out the bogey-agent who 
was celebrating his victory prematurely. With a cocky smile, Noah 
turned back to scout his landing site.  

Unfortunately, the landing site ended up being right in the 
arms of a waiting sasquatch-agent.  

“And Noah’s out! He knocked out a bogeyman, but a fat lot 
of good that does ya when you end up a snack for a sasquatch.” 

Emma made it to the end of the area stage, twisting and 
leaping gracefully as she wisely chose to avoid direct 
confrontations. Let the reckless boys have their fun and draw all 
the attention. She came to a giant cargo net that stood between 
The Schoolyard and the next stage: The Bedroom. She quickly 
scaled the net and looked back to see how the other agents were 
doing. She was pleased to see she was well ahead, with Caleb and 
Cecilia closing in on the net, and Tristan a good deal behind.  

Emma was less pleased when she turned around so see a 
giant cardboard dragon descending upon her. She quickly flipped 
through her mental files on monsters, trying to remember how to 
fight dragons. She could remember abominable snowmen and 
bogeymen and chupacabra and... 

Too late, the dragon swallowed her up and soared off.  
“And Emma is dragon chow!” Logan declared to a 

symphony of cheers. “That’s a new monster for the course this 
year, specially designed by our good friends, R&D.” On cue a 
spotlight shone on a waving R&D, standing on a VIP balcony near 
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the end of the course. The audience responded with thunderous 
applause. 

“That’s R&D folks, your one stop shop for all things 
awesome. Returning to the action, only three agents remain, with 
Cecilia and Caleb at the net, and poor Tristan in a tricky spot.” 

The spot Tristan found himself in was tricky indeed. With all 
the other recruits either eliminated or passed through to the 
Bedroom, all the monster-agents were free to focus on him. Atop 
the final tower in the area, he found himself surrounded. A half-
dozen bogey-agents chucked dodgeball from all sides, while ahead 
two sasquatch-agents blocked the path to the net. 

15 yards ahead, Cecilia rolled over the top of the cargo net 
and looked back to Tristan, unable to contain a self-satisfied smile 
at his plight. Serves him right, she thought. Thinking he’s so great. 
Let’s see him come up with a way out of this one. 

But back at the tower, Tristan was working on just that. With 
a flick of his wrist and a swing of his arm he launched a dodge ball 
at a swing set sitting a few yards in front of the tower. The ball hit 
the swing and set it in motion. Another three balls followed the 
first, pushing the swing higher and higher, until finally it reached 
the peak of its arc and swung back. Tristan timed his jump 
perfectly, landing on the swing at the exact second it came closest 
to him. Grabbing the chains, he swung forward as hard as he could. 
At just right the moment, he leapt into the air, catapulted over the 
shocked sasquatch, and landed with a graceful shoulder roll, 
popping up right in front of the cargo net. 

Looking up at the net, Tristan decided it looked like a giant 
waste of time, and instead lifted the bottom and ducked 
underneath. He casually strolled through just as Cecilia landed.  

“You can’t just do that.” she squawked, turning red-faced to 
Logan. “He cheated!” 

Logan shook his head. “Now, there’s only one rule in the 
Gauntlet. Which is?” He held the microphone out to the crowd.  
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“Don’t get out!” the crowd shouted. 
With a frustrated squeal, Cecilia darted off into the next area. 

The Bedroom was a little smaller than the Schoolyard, a closed 
chamber with a messy floor strewn with all the things an agent 
might find in a kid’s bedroom. Random furniture, piles of clothes, 
random toys, and several freestanding closet doors. Furious, 
Cecilia leapt over a bed and hurdled a toy chest. A bogey-agent 
popped out of a closet to grab her, but Cecilia simply kicked the 
door shut, shattering his horn.  

Caleb put on a show of his own during his run. He got past 
a monster-agent-under-the-bed with the use of a stink bomb,31 and 
vaulted over a dresser to avoid one bogey-agent. A second bogey-
agent burst from a closet and went to grab him from behind. But 
Caleb was too fast, drawing on his Kung Pow skills to hip-throw 
her into yet another bogey-agent.  

Caleb was only ten yards from the door to the next stage 
when tragedy struck. That’s when he stepped on a six-inch, 
Sergeant Smash action figure, which immediately attacked his heel 
with its Realistic Kung Fu Chopping Action™. Grabbing his 
injured foot, Caleb tried to hop away, but was easily nabbed by a 
pair of dusty hands which shot out from under a bed and pulled 
him down.  

“And Caleb falls to the Dust Bunnies of Doom!” Logan 
announced.  

Tristan also found himself tripped up by a monster-agent-
under-the-bed, but managed to roll away just in time. A bogey-
agent burst through an open closet door, but Tristan dove towards 
the enemy, ducked around his outstretched arms and into the 
closet. He expelled the bogey-agent with a backwards kick, and 
slammed the door behind him. The bogie-agent was left outside, 

                                                
31 They love those, especially with just a pinch of salt and some toe nails 
on the side. 
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his confused brain trying to figure out what had just happened. 
What kind of maniac jumps into a bogey-infested closet?  

He didn’t have to wait long for an answer, as the maniac 
exploded back out of the closet, slamming the door in to the 
bogey-agents horn before heading off down the course A few close 
calls later, Tristan found himself a couple of steps behind Cecilia, 
just as she opened a familiar door labeled: Recruit Training Room.  

“It’s down to this ladies and gentlemen, two recruits and one 
area to go. Can they survive The Classroom?” 

Standing in the final area, Cecilia and Tristan shared a 
concerned look. Before them was nothing but a few rows of desks, 
a couple of white boards. There were no crazy obstacles no 
costumed agents. Just an empty classroom, with a curtain on the 
front wall. It’s normalness was downright terrifying. 

“What’s going on?” Tristan shouted up to Logan. 
Logan didn’t answer him, and instead stoked the drama for 

the spectators. “Folks, these recruits have come far, but there is 
only one way to pass the Gauntlet.” 

“Ya have to go through me,” said a familiar cockney voice 
behind the curtain.  

The curtain swept back theatrically to reveal Professor 
Badawor sitting on his teacher’s desk. He wasn’t in his normal 
dodgy sweater, though. No, for this occasion he had donned a slick 
tactical uniform with matching sunglasses. Tristan had to admit, 
Badawor looked kind of cool. If it wasn’t for the lollipop stick 
dangling from his lips, Tristan may not have recognized him. 

“Baqer Bin Badawor has many names around the Squad,” 
Logan proclaimed, hyping up the final fight. “He goes by 
Professor, Sensei, Officer, but tonight we can just call him…” 

The crowd finished the sentence for Logan. “B.B!” they 
shouted, clapping and hooting. 

Cecilia still looked confused. “Wait, so we just have to get 
past you?” 
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“Just me,” he replied with a grin. “Well, me and me lovely 
friend Vera here.” 

From behind his desk, B.B. pulled out a monstrosity of a 
weapon – a three-barreled, fully-automatic, dodgeball cannon. “Ya 
get by me and Vera,” he said, “ya graduate.” 

Cecilia thought she had an opening and took her shot, 
heaving a dodgeball at B.B. before he was in combat position. Her 
professor was too quick, though, and swatted the ball away with 
his gun.  

“Now that wasn’t very nice, Cecilia. Careful, or I’ll have to 
write your name on the board.”  

She knew he was messing with her, but just the threat of such 
an extreme punishment was terrifying. So terrifying, that Cecilia 
didn’t even notice B.B.’s finger squeeze the trigger. In an instant, 
seven balls were flying straight for her. She was paralyzed with fear. 
Lucky for Cecilia, Tristan wasn’t so easily shaken. He grabbed her 
by the arm and pulled her behind a desk just as the first volley hit.  

“Thanks,” she said, “I can’t believe he would use my own 
good behavior against me.” Riled by Badawor’s low blow, she 
peeked around the desk and quickly put together a plan. 

“Okay, here’s what we do,” she whispered to Tristan. “I’m 
going to make him mad like you did last week. When he comes for 
me you circle around and flank him. We’ll get him in a crossfire.” 

“You’re kinda’ awesome at this whole strategy thing, huh?” 
said Tristan, his eyes wide. 

“Ya know, I kind of am,” she replied with a grin.  
After a quick nod, Cecilia called out, “hey, Badawor!” 
B.B. deftly turned a dial on Vera to “single shot,” and fired 

a ball, which ricocheted off the whiteboard, bounced off the back 
wall, and smacked Cecilia right in the back of the head.  

“Oh, I’m sorry,” Badawor chuckled. “Did I go and ruin yer 
big plan?”  
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“Ooh and Cecilia’s out! Seemed like she had a strategy 
brewing, but best laid plans of mice and rookies, am I right? It’s 
down to just Tristan. Do you believe in miracles?” 

Throwing caution to the wind, Tristan leapt up and hurled a 
ball. B.B. shot it out of the air. Tristan tried again, then twice more.  
B.B. shot them each down without breaking a sweat. 

“Am I makin’ it too hard on ya? What if I put Vera ‘ere down 
fer a nap?” 

Badawor set his cannon down. Tristan didn’t waste a second, 
launching a barrage of dodgeballs. With a dancer’s grace, B.B. 
ducked and dipped and somehow avoided each one.  

The crowd went wild, chanting “B.B.! B.B.! B.B.!” 
Frustrated, Tristan gruffly ripped off the TechVest, tossing 

it on the floor in front of B.B. 
“Wot? Are ya givin’ up? I ‘spected more out of ya, rook.” 
Tristan raised a finger to silence him. With great 

exaggeration, almost miming his actions, Tristan reached into his 
pocket, pulling out a yo-yo.  

“That’s nice kid, but I’m not…” B.B. started, but he was 
quickly silenced with a wag of Tristan’s finger.  

Without a word, Tristan launched into his routine, showing 
championship caliber tricks, things that they haven’t come up with 
names for yet. B.B. was mesmerized. With his attention on the yo-
yo bouncing around in Tristan’s right hand, he never saw the one 
in his left coming.  

Not until it hit him square in the face, shattering his 
sunglasses. 

After a long moment of stunned silence, the arena exploded 
in a near riot of cheering and applause. The chanting started up 
again, but this time it was, “Yo-yo! Yo-yo! Yo-yo!”  

B.B. stared at the shattered glasses in his hand. “Ya cheeky 
monkey,” he muttered as he moved the switch on his gun from, 
“training,” past “stun,” right on through “injure,” until he finally 
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stopped at the maximum setting, “annihilate.” Tristan was too 
busy celebrating to notice Badawor taking aim. 

He fired. 
 

 
 
Hours after Tristan’s explosive debut at the Gauntlet, the 

nap room was packed. Usually, agents staggered their naps to 
ensure that there were always enough on active duty to respond to 
calls. But with all the excitement surrounding Wesley’s birthday 
and Tristan’s unprecedented Guntlet run, nearly all the agents had 
put off their naps until the end of the night.32  Every inch of floor 
was covered in sleeping kids whose grunts and snores rang through 
the air, sounding like an orchestra all tuning their instruments to 
different notes.  

But that wasn’t why Wesley was still awake. No, his mind 
was still racing thinking about Dustin’s words, about Charlie’s joke 
about Wesley being old, about how long he had left as an agent, 
how long he had before he would forget.  

He wasn’t the only one still awake. The frosted glass panel 
beside Wesley lit up to reveal a silhouette sitting just on the other 
side of the glass. Wesley propped himself up on his elbow to get a 
better look. 

“Dogie?” Wesley whispered, careful not to wake the other 
agents. 
                                                
32 Now I know what some of you are thinking. Naps? Why would 
specially-trained, monster-fighting, super agents need to take naps? Well, 
what you must remember is that, despite spending their nights saving the 
world, agents still need to go to school. So, agents still need sleep; luckily 
just not very much. You see, it is generally not accepted, but nonetheless 
somewhat true-ish that the amount of sleep one needs is directly 
proportional to the comfortableness of one’s mattress. KIDS Nap Mats 
are so comfortable that agents only need 23 minutes of sleep a night to 
feel fully rested all day. 
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“I can’t help but notice you’re not sleeping,” said Dogie. 
“I could say the same about you.” 
“Touché, Agent Wesley. I suppose we both have quite a bit 

on our minds.” 
For a long moment, they both sat in silence, a solemn 

discomfort hanging in the air. Finally, Dogie said, “It was quite the 
show tonight. Tristan showed a great deal of courage.”  

Wesley smirked at the thought of the gutsy six-year-old. 
“Yeah, I have to admit, the kid was impressive. If he ever recovers 
from that barrage B.B. unleashed, he’ll make a heck of an agent.” 

“I’m glad you agree, because tomorrow I’m going to attach 
him to Team 42. I’d like you to take him under your wing.” 

Wesley popped up on his mat “After only a month of 
training?!” he blurted loudly before quieting himself so as not to 
wake anyone. “Dogie, no one’s moved up that fast since… 
since…”  

“Since you?” 
“Well yeah,” Wesley conceded before adding defensively, 

“but he’s not me.” 
Dogie chuckled softly. “No,” he said with a heavy sigh. “But 

few could ever hope to be. In fact, it’s probably that uniqueness 
that caused me to fail to exercise due diligence. You’re 13 now, 
Wesley. I should have had you grooming a replacement for a long 
time now.” 

“And you expect Tristan to be able to replace me?” 
“Good night Agent Wesley,” said Dogie mercifully avoiding 

the question, “and happy birthday.” 
The panel dimmed and once again Wesley was alone with his 

thoughts. He laid down and did his best to get some rest.  
After all, he had to be at school in an hour.



 

 

  
 
 

 
 


